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ABSTRACT

DELI VERING THE GOODS : THE DEVELO PMENT OF AN AMERI CAN
LOGISTICAL SYSTEM IN FRANCE , MAY 1917-MARCH 1918

Robert Dewey Ramsey, III

By a review of the documents and personal

accounts of participants in the logistical system

which supported the American Expeditionary Force

in World War I, it is possible to trace the

development of the ~iystem and to determine why

changes were made. ~~try into the war had

caught the U.S. Army unprepared ror war overseas.

Its initial logistical syctem was based upon the

pre—war Field Service Regulations. Once in France,

it was necessary to modify these regulations in

dealing wit~i conditions ovorsea3. i~inaily, in

early 1918, the entire system was radically changed

so that the American Expeditionary Force could be

continously supported. The story of this

development is the subject of this thesis.
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PREFACE

In 1937 Major General John Frederick Charles

Fuller wrote, “Surely one of the strangest things

in military history is the almost complete silence

upon the problems of supply. Not in t~n thousand

books wri~ten on war is there to be found one on

the subject” despite the fact that logistics forms

“the basis on which rests the who~e structure of

war; it is the very foundation of Tactics and

Strategy.” Yet, even today, the study of tactics

still overshadows the importance of logis~;ics in

warfare.

Although official studies of the Axn~rican

military logistical effort in France during World

War I do exist, thoy provide little insight into

what the actual problems facing General Pershing

were and why changes in the logistical organi-

zations were made. This study attempts to

emphasize the crucial role logistical factors

played during the World War I deployment of the

I
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American Expeditionary Force (A.E.F.). The evolution

of the A.E.P.’s support structure from its initial

Line of Communications to the Services of Supply

shows Pershing’s attempts to master the supply

problem.

¶i~his paper could not have been written without

the kind assistance of Dr. Frank E. Vandiver and

the use of documents on til$ A.E.F. from his

personal library. A note of thanks to my family

is also necessary . They were very patient and

understanding during my research and writing.

Robert Dewey Ramsey III
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CHAPTER I

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE A.E.F. IN FRAN CE:

PLANNING FOR THE FIPPURE

It required no genius to see that
coordination and direct ion of the
combat branches and the numerous
services of larger forces could be
secured only through the medium of
a uell—constructed general staff, and
I determined to construct it on the
sound basis of actual experience in
war of our own and other armies.

GENERAL JOHN J. PERSHING

On Nay 10, 1917, over a month after war with

Germany had been declared, Major General John J. Pershing

arrived in Washington, D.C., to learn he was to

command the American Expeditionary Force (A.E.F.)

being sent to France. Later he would describe this

force as “a theoretical army which had yet. to be consti-

tuted, equipped, trained , and sent abroad.” In organ—

izirig the A.E.F., Pershing placed his first priority

upon the selection of qualified officers to serve on

his staff. His second task was equally important:

the establishment of a supply system in France which

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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would serve as an integral part of the A.E.F.’s war

effort.1 The development of a reliable supply system

in France would occupy a significant portion of

Pershing’s time as Commander— in-Chief of the A.E.F.

for he realized that the success or failure of the

A.E.F. would depend upon its ability to support itself

overseas. To appreciate Pershing’s task it is neces-

sary to look at United States’ preparedness for war

in 1917.

America Enters the War Unprepared

When the United States declared war on

April 6, 1917, the United States Army consisted of

only 127,~88 men. The 66,~ 9L~. federalized National

Guardsmen who had served along the Mexican border

were in the process of being demobilized. The nature

of their service along the bDrder was of little value

as preparation for the type of fighting that had been

going on in Europe for almost three years. In fact,

the size of the army “was scarcely enough to form

a police force for emergencies within the territorial

limits of the United States.”2

Not only was there a shortage of manpower, there

was also a lack of experience in the organization

and handling of large units. Divisions and corps, 

---- —-.- .-
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which were in common use in France , existed only on

paper. Since the Spanish—American War, most military

operations had been small-scale exercises in which

the largest units normally assembled for training

were regiments. The two attempts to form full strength

“modern” divisions — the Maneuver Division in 1911

and the 2nd Division between 1913 and 1915 - fell

far below expectations.3 Because of the lack of ex-

perience, the A.E,F. was built upon pre—war ideas

and lessons learned from the British and French.

As is often the case, paper armies are equipped

with paper equipment. Weapons in the U.S. Army were

limited and most were outdated. At the beginning of

the war there were only 285,000 Springfield rifles

and about 11.00 light artillery pieces in the United

States Army. Ammunition stocks for the artillery

were adequate for what Sir Douglas Haig, the British

Commander—in—Chief, would call an exploratory regi-

mental attack of about nine hours duration.~ Despite

the fact that the machine gun had dominated the

battlefield in France for years, the War Department

had not adopted a standard Issue machine gun for

the U.S. Army until December 1916, and when war was

declared none had been delivered. Instead, machine

gun stocks consisted of 670 Benet—Mercie machine 
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rifles, 282 model 19Ot~ Maxim machine guns, 353

British Lewis guns, and 111.8 model 1895 Colt machine

guns. The Lewis guns fired only British ammunition.5

Other items vital to warfare in Europe were in

short supply or nonexistent. Tanks and poisonous

gases did not exist. in the United States. As a conse-

quence of the Punitive Expedition, the U.S. Army did

possess 2,11.00 motor trucks for transportation of

men and material.6 American aviation was still in

a primitive stage. The aviation Section of the

Signal Corps consisted of only 65 officer s, of whom

35 were rated as “Flying Officers,” and about 1 ,000

enlisted men.1 Only 55 aircraft existed and when

the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

examined them, 51 of the planes were judged obsolete

and the other 14. obsolescent.8 These shortages led

to initial dependence upon Britain and France for

equipment and supplies for ‘che A.E.F.

Considering that war had been waged in Europe

for almost three years, J merican unpreparedness

seems amazing . A major reason for thi s unpreparedness

was the policy of President Woodrow Wilson who wanted

to keep the United States out of the European conflict.

He had forbidden the War Department to discuss oven

the possibility of war with Germany, much less prepare

—. 
_ _ _ _
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for it. Wilson believed that if no plans existed tu

intervene in Europe, then the chances were that the

United States would not become involved.9 Such mi s—

calculations led to needless waste of time and

resources.

Even when war was declared, presidential actions

hindered the initial preparations of the U.S. Army.

President Wilson sent the Chief of Staff of the Army,

Major General Hugh L. Scott , on a fact-finding

— mission to Russia during the crucial period immediately

after declaration of war . As a re sult , the prepa-

rations of the War Department staff were directed by

the Acting chief of Staff , Major  General Tasker H. Bliss ,

who was approaching retirement age , and his assistant,

Brigadier General Francis J. Kernan , a member of the

General Staff.~°

Despite the Root Reforms of 1903, a general

staff in the European sense did not exist in the

United States. The Chief of Staff was a military

administrator who supervised the day—to-day oper-

ations of the U.S. Army through the bureau chiefs

and the planning for war through the War College

Division of the General Staff.~~ A member of the

General Staff for seven of its fourteen year

existence prior to the war commented on its organ-

ization that “men without war experience, and in
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imitation of a German system which they did not

understand ” replaced an already tea -~d War Department

organization which covered “exactly the same ground

as the old one without changing a word or comma in

its duties or responsibilities.”12 The demands of

war would quickly highlight the inadequacies of a

combined bureau and general staff system .

Organized as a bureau of the civilian govern-

ment, the War Department was not an Army headquarters.13

Within this bureaucracy, there were five separate

supply bareaus. They were headed by the Quarter-

master General , the Chief of Engineers, the Chief

Signal Officer, the chief of Ordnance , and the

Surgeon General . These bureaus were “five separate

purchasing agencies with separate systems of finance,

storage, and distribution.” Within its sphere of

action , each bureau felt itself largely independent .

They were accustomed to performing their various

functions without reference to one another or to

other governmental agencies. As a result , they

competed with one another for limited numbers of

manufactured articles, raw material, industrial

facil i t ies, labor , and transportation .1~ There. was

no central coordination of their effor ts  and no

attempt to reduce the competition between bureaus. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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of the old School of the Line , and less than 200

graduates of the Army War College .17 Thi s shortage

of trained officers and the confusion in the War

Department led Colonel Robert L. Bullard to remark ,

“if we really have a great war , our War Department

will quickly break down.

When diplomatic relations were broken with

Germany on February 3, 1917, the few strategic plans

the War Departm ent had made for war with Germany

were general in nature , designed for the defense

of the continental United States , and totally

inappropriate to the situation. Plans had been

drawn up in 191 5 which contemplated the defense of

the Atlantic coast against a German invasion . A

second plan was begun on February 29, 1916 , but it

was not completed when the war began. 19 Brigadier

General Icernan had headed a board studying the

requirements for war in Europe during November —

December 191 6, hut the board was using pre-Verdun

informatIon .20 The War Department had no plan to

send an American force to Europe.

In retrospect , it is rem arkable that so much

was accomplished by the ‘~Jar Department considering

the handicap s of President Wilson ’s poli c ies , the

absence of a Chief of Staff , the shortage of trained

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — - —---- ~- --— --— -— --~-—.--- -~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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General Staff officers, the lack of any useful plans,

and the lack of coordination both within and with-

out the War Department. The unpreparedness of the

United States increased the difficulties that

Pershing would have as A.E.F. commander.

Initial War Department Planning

Immediately after the United States entered

the war, foreign military missions began to arrive

in Washington. Britain’s mission, headed by

Arthur J. Balfour and Lieutenant General Bridges,

arrived on April 20 to be followed on the 2~th by

the French mission under Rent Vivani and Marshal

Joffre . Italian, Belgian, Russian arid Rumanian

missions soon followed. Basically the missions

sought financial ass stance from the United States,

an immediate commitment of American forces to France

and a voice in what the tunerican war effort should

be.21 In return, they provided first—hand advice

to the War Department regarding actual wartime

conditions in France.

After consulting with officers from the French

Military Mission, the War College Division completed

its study concerning the dispatch of an expeditionary

force to France on May 10. But the lack of organ- 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~ ----~~



ization and training of the U.S. Army led the War

College Division to recommend that an expeditionary

force not be sent to France immediately. Rather,

it recommended that the Regular Army be used as a

cadre to train the large force that the draft would
22produce. -

Realizing that the expeditionary force would

H probably be sent overseas in response to the

appeals of the French, it was further recommended

that a commander for the A.E.F. be selected and

that he organize his staff for immediate travel to

France to gather information and to organize a base

upon which to build the A.E.F. To aid in the de-

velopment of the logistical base, it was recommended

— that a general officer accompany the A.E.F. commander

as the ccmmander of the Line of Communications in
- 

i France. His staff was not to be determined by the

requirements for the first division, “but should

be large enough to undertake preparations for a

more extensive service of the rear.” The Line of

Communications staff was to be organized in ac—

cordance with the Field Service Regulations of

191L1. and the commander was to make “recommefldatjofls

as to the detailed organization and personnel arid

equipment required . . . after consultation with . . 
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representatives of the French Government.”23

The War College recommendation had one major

deficiency. It made no estimate of the eventual

size of the A.E.F. As a matter of fact, it only

stated that the A.E.F. will be larger than the

initial division to be sent to France. Table 5,

Tables of 0~ganization, 19j,~~ to which the War

College study referred for the size of the Line of

Communications (L.0.c.) organization is based upon

a L.O.C. -for one division . This is a force of

over 900 personnel plus several specialized supply

units.2~ Since the size of the total force was

not projected , it was not possible to determine

the size of the logistical staff which should

accompany Pershing to France.

But time was too short and qualified personnel

were lacking. Consequently, Pershing was able to

assemble only a small staff which included members

of the General Staff and of the technical and

administrative staffs. No commander , much less a

staff for the L.O.C., would accompany Pershing to

France. The task of organizing the logistical base

and equipping the A.E.F. would fall upon Pershing

and his staff. The only guidance Pershing would

have for organizing A.E.F .  logistics would be the 

— -—-—,~—.—-—— ---—- -~——.— —- --.~ 
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expertise of his staff officers and the Field Service

Regulations of 19111..

United States Army logistical doctrine was

spelled out in the Field Service Regulations of 191J.~..

What appeared in these regulations dealing with the

administration of a line of communication was written

in 1912 and 191 3 by two young General Staff officers,

Major William D. Conner, an engineer officer who

had attended the Command and Staff College and the

Army War College, and Major James A. Logan, Jr., a

quartermaster officer who was at the War College.25

Since nothing was available on Civil War practices

except the multi—volume Official Record s, the

regulations were based upon the French system with

which Major Logan was familiar, since he had just

finished a course at the French School of Intendance.26

The French had developed a system of supply simi-

lar to the Germans, but In some ways it was more

flexible. As combat in France stabilized and

trench warfare evolved, the organization and mainte-

nance of a supply system became a ~logistician~s

dream ” with regular supply lines, depots organized

on a semi—permanent basis, requirements fairly

accurate to calculate, and regular schedules for

delivery.27 But would the American regulations

be suitable for war overseas?

—r — _~_-___-__ .__,.______ s__ •—~~~~~-——-- ~—-~~------—.—.—. — — — — — . — — --- - . —— ~~— —
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As designed for American use, the system of

supply of the Field Service Regulations visualized

a war in the continental United States, or at

least in the Western Hemisphere, based solely upon

American resources and using American railroads.

For administration, the country was divided into

a Zone of the Interior controlled by the War De-

partment and a Theater of Operations controlled by

the military commander. The Theater of Operations

was further divided into a Forward Zone, or Zone

of Advance, and a Rear Zone, or Zone of the Line

of Communications. -In the Forward Zone there would

be several armies under separate commanders , and

in the Rear Zone each army would have a L.O.C. under

• 28itc own commander.

The Line of Communications was further subdivided

into a Base Section, an Intermediate Section , and

one or more Advance Sections. The commander of the

L.0.C. had a staff with a chief of staff and repre-

sentatives from each of the technical, or supply,

services. Each Base Section was controlled by a

General Staff officer known as an assistant chief

of staff who also had a staff with representatives

of the technical staffs. The Base Section was

commanded by the Commanding General of the L.0 C.

through this General Staff officer.29

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —— ~~~~~~~.—- --~~-~~ - -- -- - -~~~~~ -~~~~ - -- -~~~~~- —-~~~~~ 
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In the Theater of Operations, the scheme of

supply was that the Base Section received supplies

from the Zone of the Interior (continental United

States) and shipped them to the Intermediate Section

from where they were re-shipped to the Advance

Section for distribution at the front.3° Only

when there was no storage space at the Base or

Advance Sections would the Intermediate Section

be used to store supplies.31 The commander of the

L.0.C. was responsible for the flow of the supplies —

receipt, stora&e, transportation and distribution —

and for administering the territory encompassed by

the L.O.C. Procurement of supplies was the function

of that technical chief responsible for each class

of supplies.

Division of the responsibility for railroads

and construction constituted a basic weakness of

the Field Service Regulations. During peacetime,

the Quartermaster Corps was responsible for all

modes o’f transportation — animal, motor, rail, and

water; but upon the declaration of war, the Corps

of Engineers assumed responsibility for the oper-

ation of railroads overseas. Both the Quartermaster

Corps and the Corps of Engineers were charged with

their own construction duties. This changing of
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duties upon the outbreak of war led to a degree of

unpreparedness by the Corps of Engineers and an “it’s—

your—problem ” attitude by the Quartermaster Corps.

In addition, neither agency had the technical expertise

or experience to properly run the railways.32

In the Zone of the Line of Communications, con-

trol of transportation and construction was further

divIded. T~e Field Service Regulations provided

that rail transportation, from the ports to the

front, was to be handled by an engineer officer known

as the Director of Railways, a member of the staff

of the L.O.C. commander.33 Water transportation,

the responsibility of the Army Transport Service,

and animal and motor transportation were functions

solely under the control of the Quartermaster repre—

aentatives at the base section who wore supervised

by the Base Section commanoer. All construction

— was coordinated by the Base Section commander as

the representative of the L.O.C. commander who had

responsibility for all supply facilities.~~

Although the Field Service Regulations did pro-

vide the basic outline for a logistical system, there

were still several areas of ill—defined responsibility

which would load to future problems. Moreover, the

system had never been tested by the U.S. Army and -

~~ ~~~~~~
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it remained to be seen if it would be adequate to

the demands of supporting a large force overseas.

To prepare for the arrival of the advance

party of the A.E.F. and to obtain information con-

cerning the situation in France, the War Department

cabled Major James A. Logan, Jr., co—author of the

supply section of the Field Service Regulations and

head of the American Military Mission to France, to

consult with the French authorities and to solicit

their ideas for the location of ports of debarkation

and the establishment of a Lin e of Communication s
— for the A.E.F. After consulting with the French

General Staff, Logan replied on May 18 that the

French visualized an “American Line of Communications

from Bordeaux to Belfort , utilizing, if necessary,

three lines of railroads which are at present least

congested.”~
5 Port and railway congestion in the

northern and southern parts of France limited po-

tential A.E.F. ports to the southwestern coast of

France. This was the first indication the War

Department had regarding French capabilities to

support logistically the A.E.F.

Another early War Department effort to ascertain

the conditions in France was undertaken by the Chief

Engineer who was now responsible for railways over-

- -
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seas. A commission was formed by Samuel M. Felton,

the railroad representative of the Corp s of Engi—

neers. It consisted of Major William B. Parsons,

an engineer with the N~w York Subway and the Cape

Cod Canal; Major William J. Wilgus, a vice president

of the New York Central; Captain Alvin B. Barber ,

the only Regular Army member of the commission;

W. A. Garrett , a transportation official  with the —

Baldwin Locomotive Works of Philadelphia; and H.

St. Phalle, a motive power official also with

Baldwin. The two civilians were given reserve

commissions as majors for -the trip.~
6 Sailing to

France on Nay 114., the commission was charged with

securing information “relating to po3sibl~ as-

sistance from this country in connection with the

railway service of the Allies ” and information

“regarding engineer equipment, organization and

training.”37 This first commission sent to France

by the War Department was not interested in A.E.F.

concerns, only problems facing the Chief Engineer.

As the War Department was making its initial
- estimates, Pershing was busy collecting personnel

to comprise his A.E.F. staff. On May 22 he re-

ceived his verbal instructions from Persident Wilson

who promised Pershing his “full support.”~
8 Four 
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days later, Pershing assumed command of the

The War Department had decided that his initial

force was to consist of the 1st Division and nine

railway engineer regiments.~°

On May 27, Pershing received his written in-

structions for commanding the A.E.F. They were in

the form of two letters bearing the same date, May 26.

One letter was from the Secretary of War, Newton D.

Baker and the other was from the Acting Chief of

Staff, Major General Bliss. Both letters empha-

sized that Pershing was to command the A.E.F. as

a “separate and distinct component of the combined

force, the identity of which must be preserved.’41.

in other words, a separate American force which

would require an American sector and an Lmerican

logistical system to support that force. Baker

considered it desirable that Pershing have made

“a thorough study . . . of the available bases ,

lines of communication . . . so that you may
direct preparations for the arrival of successive

contingents of our troops in France.~t~
2

On the next day, May 28 , Pershing and his

staff boarded the White Star Line ’s SS Baltic to

begin the journey to France and the war.1~~

Pershing ’s advance party consisted of 187 men - 140
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Regular Army officers, 2 Marine Corps officers, 17

Reserve officers, 67 enlisted men, 56 clerks, and

5 civilian interpreters.~~ This was well below the

number recommended by the War College Division on

May 10, but with this meager force Pershing wa~s to

lay the groundwork for the A.E.F.

Initial Actions in France

Pershing was faced with innumerable problems

as he left for France aboard the SS Baltic. But

before many of them could be addressed, several

basic- decisions had to -be made. First, a decision

had to be made upon the initial size of the A.E.F.

force. Next, an organization for the A.E.F. and

its staff had to be worked out. Finally, a supply

system had to be developed that could support this

force. To ensure that the men and equipment arrived

in France when needed , a priority schedule would

have to be worked out in detail .~~
Several factors complicated initial planning

for the A.E.F. One was the lack of a tested American

organization. French and British ideas about organ—

ization of combat forces were studied by the various

staff agencies and some were adopted. Another was

the serious shipping shortage which faced the United

____________________________________________________________________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~- - — - - -- ~~—~~~- - -~~-
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States. When war was declared, the United States
- 

- Army had three cargo ships and four troop ships.~
6

What shipping did exist would have to cross over

3,000 miles of ocean infested with German subma—
rifles. In the five months prior to Pershing’s

arrival in France, the Allies had lost 3,250,000

tons of shipping.~~ Losses were exceeding gains.

Another crucial factor was the shortage of -

equipment for American units and the time required

to redirect American industry. For these reasons,

the A.E.F. was initially dependent upon the Allies

for supplies and equipment for American units.

During the voyage to Europe aboard the SS Baltic,

Pershing and his staff began to tackle the problem s

facing the A.E~.F. Committees were formed for study-

ing several important areas of concern - organization

of A.E.F. headquarters; organization of ports of

debarkation; use of French artillery; management =

of bases and flow of information; and organization

of machine gun units.1~
8 For planniflg purposes,

Pershing set the figure of one million men as the

initial size of the A.E.FI!~~ The Board on Ports,

headed by Colonel D. E. McCarthy, the Chief

Quartermaster for the A.E.F., was to inspect the

ports available to the A.E.F. in France and to

- -
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provide information to enab~~ ~~ r i i- 1~r~ 14 ~~~~ -

decision about the establisk snt Of ~~~~~~

Communications in France.~° The tt.~. .

well spent in preparing to g~iL r1e ~r~f -
~~~~~~ -

— quickly as possible once the ata~( er r

On June 8, the SS Bsitic ~irrtved ~r -

Pershing and his staff spent th~ D.I~ - .
meeting with British officials. C .~ a

Churchill, a member of t:~-~ A eric~~ 4~i ’ .

to France, briefed Pershin~. on June I~ .&

latest French General Sta ~~~~~~ -

Desiring more information V’o~ 1! •
~~~~~

Pershing dispatched the Board 01 ~ort& 
- -

McCarthy to France on June 10. ”

June 13 saw the arri :ai or t~~~

in Paris. As ili Britain, tr. ir. i ti ..

France was spent in meetin~.-~ ..ith ~~~~~~~~~~ ‘-~
-

and at various ceremonies. Hepdr~~a-~.- - -

tablished at buildings rent,d %i~~

Military Mission a~ 27-jl r~ue  or ;ts~~!a ~~.

Finally, on Sunday , June 17, the A . ’- . ~~. •t .~

able to sit down to be%-in

Almost immediate1:~ it b.~~~. •~~ . : - -

Pershing that the nu~v-rr~~ ~~ct.—ftad~~i

in France were leading t ~ up~~c~-

and confusion. Furthe rnr’~~, ac~. o’ -

_ _ _
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infringing upon his authority. Major Parsons and

the Military Railway Commission were about to corn—

plete their work in France. Major Logan and the

American Military Mission were providing answers

to A.E.F. and War Department inquiries. Another

commission had been formed by the War Department

on May 18, the day Pershing sailed from New York

City. The War Department had finally decided to

send a mission to France to determine what “the

organization, training, transportation, operations,

supply and administration 3f our forces in view of

their participation in the war” should be.55 This

board was headed by Colonel Chaucey B. Baker, a

Quartermaster o~’ficer.

Major James G. Harbord , Pershing ’s Chief of

Staff, summed up the views of the A.E.F. staff

and the Allies toward the Baker Board.

• There was some quiet amusement among
- our Allies that this American mission

- . was headed by a Quartermaster, and
utter inability to understand why such
a body should be sent to report on the
line organization with which General
Pershing would fight his part of the

• war with the general and his staff
already on the ground . . . How much
more would they have wondered if they
had realized that the mission was
entirely free to suggest to the War
Department any organization it
fancied with no obligation to consult
with e~~her him fl’ershing) or his
staff. -
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War Department effort s were much too late. Instead

of helping Pershing, the- Baker Board created con-

fusion and ill-will at A.E.F. headquarters.

A cable was sent to the War Department on

June 18 in which Pershing mentioned French and

— British annoyance at being bombarded with numerous

independent missions and individual officers seeking

information. Not specifically mentioning his own

annoyance, Pershing asked “that all officers sent

to Europe in future for any duty be directed to

report to these headquarters.”5~ In this way,

Pershing gained some degree of control over the

independent groups seeking information from the

Allies. -

Initially, Pershing relied heavily upon Major

- Logan (who was “exceedingly able, alm ost India-

pensable in the first days of our organization in

Paris”) and the American Military Mission to France.

The Military Mission had not only provided infor-

matiori prior to Pershing ’s arrival in France, and

had obtained the buildings for A.E.F. headquarters,

but it had also made arrangements with the French

fo~’ the use of St. Nazaire as the debarkation port

for the troops of the 1st Division who had departed

from the United States on June itt. On June 20,

—- 
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Pershing designated St. Nazaire Base Section No. 1,

giving the Line of Communications its first
— . . 58facility.

Pershing received information about French and

British railway operations from Major Parsons’

Military Railway Commission which had just completed

a seventeen day inspection of Allied facilities.

— The board found that British railway operations

were simplified because the British controlled the

channel ports and the British Expeditionary Force

was on the northern portion of the Allied front.

Thus, its rail lines were short. The commission

did notice a lack of adequate track and crane

facilities in the ports and a shortage of railroad

cars, but what impressed the commi~sion most was

British railway organization.5~ The British had

begun the war with divided railway control, some—

what similar to the Field Service Regulations,

except that the Royal Engineers controlled the

Advance Section and the Quartarmaster Corps controlled
— the rear. Because of the crucial Importance of the

railroads for supply and troop movements , the

British had come to rely upon a civilian railroad

chief whose title was Director General of Transpor-

tation. He was a “militarized ” civilian with wide

experience in the operation and management of rail—
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roads.6° This concept was approved by the ci-

vilian railway men of the commission.

In contrast, the French organization was

suited to French problems. Since the war was

being fought in France, the civilian Minister of

Transportation controlled the interior of France

and the commander of the armies controlled the Zone

of the Armies. Railway lIn~.s were long and in

poor maintenance. French ports were congested

and lacking in proper equipment and adequate

manpower. When the commission met with N. Claville,

the French Under Secretary for Transportation,

on June 6, he had asked for six railway regiments,

dock construction units, three hundred consoli-

dation locomotives, and two thousand kilometers

of track materials along with shipping space

aboard American ships to meet immediate French

needs. He did express a hq~~ that he would be

able, after receipt of the above, to meet the A.E.F.

requirements.61 Thc equipment requested by Claville

was outside of the men and material needed for the

construction, operation, and maintenance of facili-

ties which were to be exclusively American.

Several major problems were brought to

Pershing ’s attention by the Military Railway Corn—

mis~ion. French ports and railways were in poor
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condition and would require a major effort to up-

grade and improve them enough to give the A.E.F.

a dependable supply system. The commission

recommended that inland waterways be developed and

that a large fleet of vessels be established in

European waters. But most importantly, the

commission strongly recommended that a single ci-

vilian railroad man be chosen to manage the rail-

roads in France.62

After completing its report, the commission

disbanded on June 17. Majors Parsons and Wilgus

and Captain Barber remained in France while the

two civilians returned to the United States.

Major Wilgus became a member of the A .E.F. staff ,

as did Captain Barber. Wilgus played a major

role in the initial planning for the development

of A.E.F . railways. He recommended a “prompt in-

spection of the Lines of Communication intended for

American use” so that specific needs could be

identified. He also advocated the “early adoption

of an organization for the planning, direction,

and supervision of all construction and maintenance

work in France.”

Many crucial questions had not been addressed

by the Military Railway Commission because of its 
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instructions from the Chief Engineer. No estimates

were made regarding the number and type of railway

cars needed to support the A.E.F., or the number

of locomotives needed. Other than identifying the

need for improvements in the ports, no specific

recommendation was made on how to expand existing

rail and port facilities. The creation of a system

of light railways which was being used by both the

- - British and the French for frontline supply was not

considered .
- I About the same time, on June 20, Pershing’s

Board on Ports submitted its report after visiting

the porbs of Nantes, St. Nazaire, La Pallice,

Bordeaux, Baseens, and Pauillac - all along the

southwestern coast of France and all relatively

4 uncongested by French and British shipping. The

board recommended that the French General Staff’s

plan for using two groups of ports along the

coast be adopted, The northern group of ports

included St. Nazaire and Nantes along the Loire

Ri ver and the deep—draft naval base at Brest. The

southern group consisted of Bassens and Pauillac

along the Gi ronde River and La Pallice to the

north . Both areas were connected by double track

railways running from the ports to Lorraine, the

______________ _ _ _  
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recommended training area. The French intended to

turn over the depot at Nevers to the A.E.F. and to

allow the A.E.F. to construct facilities along the

railways in the interior. It was anticipated that

about !i.0% of the A.E.F.’s tonnage would come

through the northern ports, L~.0% through the southern

ports, and 20% through La Pallice.65

It was recommended that St. Nazaire, La Pallice,

and Bassens with their berths for nineteen ships be

selected for permanent use by the A.E.F. Because

of shallow harbors, poor port facilities, and bad

railroad connections, the ports of Nantes , Bordeaux ,

and La Pauiilac with additional berths for nine

ships were chosen for emergency use only . The Board

on Ports strongly recommended that all A.F .E. fa-

cilities in the ports and along the railways be
66placed under the complete control of the A.E F.

Since the board had not been charged to con-

sider only port conditions, several other recom-

mendations were made. First, because of the large

requirement for lumber to construct new facilities,

forestry units equipped with portable sawmills should

be organized and sent to France. Next, material

for a large refrigeration plant would be required

along with butchers to slaughter animals for fresh 
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meat. In addition, well diggers were needed to
. 67develop artesian wells for a water supply.

These were just ~he first of many new units which

would have to be organized. It fell upon the A,E.F.

to recommend an organization and upon the War

Department to meet the requirement.

Poor storage facilities in the ports led the

board to recommend that troop and supply centers

be established in the center of France. This

was in contradiction to the guidelines set forth

in the Field Service Regulations of 191L~. Not

designed to meet the specific needs of the A .E.F.

in France, the Field Service Regulations almost

immedia tely began to undergo modifications.

Finally , the board recommended that a general

officer frcm the Regular Army be assigned as

commanding general of the L .O.C. without delay so

that “all questions relating to the service of the

rear LcouldJ . . . be turned over to this officer

for settlement under such general instructions as
69

the commanding general may see I it.” Just as the

War College study had recommended, the Board on

Ports saw the need to get organization and the

L.0.C. out of the hands of the A.E.F. staff. Because

of the enormity and complexity of the task, de— 

~~~~~~-_----—- - -,—-‘- ~~~ - - - -
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centralization of decision—making was seen as a

requirement for organization. But , as Harbord

commented later, “matters that a year later were

submitted automatically to the desk of a minor

staff officer now claimed the attention of the

highest CPershingj .

While Pershing was struggling with the problems

of setting up the A.E.F., the first contingent of

troops arrived at St. Nazaire on June 26 aboard the

Army ’s four troop ships - Tenadores, Saratoga, Havana,

and pastores.?1 Pershing was present as the head—

quarters of the 1st Division, the 16th infantry

Regiment, two battalions of the 28th Infantry

Regiment , two battalions of the 28th Infantry

Regiment, one battalion of the 5th Marines, and

some motor transport and stevedore troops landed. ?2

Because of the limited number of ships available,

only part of the 1st Division had arrived. The

other part was to follow when the same transports

returned to the United States. At that rate , the

General Staff at the War Department calculated it

would take seven years to ferry the A.E.F. across

the Atlantic.73

This was Pershing ’s f i rst visit t o any of the

ports rer~ommended for A.E.F. use, and he was sur—
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prised at how poor the facilities were and at the

lack of any sense of urgency on the part of the

workers in the port. He observed that “neither

the local official  personnel nor the port

employees at St. Nazaire appeared fully to realize

that their country was in the throes of a great

This was the first indication that

cooperating with the French officials in A.E .F.

ports might require Pershing ’s attention.

Arrival of the first elements of the A.E.F.

made it critical for Pershing to select a sector

in ~hich to deploy the troops. Lieutenant Colonel

John MacA. Palmer’s board reported on June 28 that

Lorraine, as the French had suggested, would be

a saitab~e soctor for the A.E.F.
7S Time was short ,

troops were arriving, and Pershing began to make

his first decisions about the ~~~~~~~ base.

Pershing ’s Initial Decisions

Selection of the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ training area was

Per~hing~s first major decision arid it was de—

termined largely by logistical considerations:

available ports and railway lines to the interior.

As Pershing said , “the eventual place the Am en —

can Army should take on the Western Front was to

- --~~ - --- -—— ~~
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a large extent influenced by the vital questions

of communication and suppiy .”~
6

Since the only ports available to the A.E.F.

were those along the southwestern coast of France,

the main question was whether the railway lines

were adequate to meet the requirements for sup-

porting the A.E.F. Based upon an eventual force

of 2,000,000 men, the A.E.F. staff determined

that the railroads would have to be able to handle

50,000 bons of su pplies daily.77 It was decided

that the lines from Bordeaux and St. Nazaire to

Bour~ es-Nevers— Is— sur-Tille could handlo 25,000

tons a day. A second ]ine from Bourges to Cosne-

Neufchateau coul d carry the remaining 10 ,000

Thus the railroads from tha coast to Lorraine were

adequate, even though the average length of the

trip was 500 miles.79 If an emergency arose , the

port of Marseille along the Mediterranean could

serve as a reserve port .80

On July 1, Pershing cabled his decision to use

Lorraine to the War Department. In his cable, he

em phasized that

only available ports .~~~. . are those
on Loire and Gironde Rivers and La
Pallice—Rochelle all of whi ch are
also commercial ports.  Main rail—
road lines leading northeasterly
pass through district favorable 

-- -—- - -  - - _ - ~~~~~~
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for location supply depots . . . use
of ports . . . mentioned avoids inter-
ference with British bases while
railroad routes indicated avoid French
and English Lines of Communication
with front . Location of area for
depots permit shipment of supplies
in any direction .~ l

Pershing ’s choice for the location of the A.E.F.

supply depots was centrally located in France with

railroads leading to all sectors of the front.

This gave Pershing flexibility in the choice of

future sectors for deploying the A.E.F .

A second major decision was made on July 5.

General Orders No. 8 was published and it set up

the basic organization of the A.E.F. staff . It

was taken from the Field Service Regulations with

one modification — the addition of a sepai’ate Air

Servj ce. The staff consisted of three general staff

sections — administration, operations, and intelli-

gence; three administrative sections — Adjutan t

General, Inspector General, and Judge Ad vocate

General; and six technical sections - Quartermaster,

- Engineer, Ordnance , Signal , Medical and Air ~ervice.
82

Under thi s organization, Pershing had to personally

deal with the chiefs of no less than twelve de-

partments.

On the same day , the L.O.C. was organized and

Colone]. David S. Stanley, a member of the Quarter— 
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master section , bec~ r~~ the ~c t i x ~.

At this time, the L.0.C. c~n:;i. ‘.d o

St. Nazaire, which had been des ~~~~~

No, 1 , and Nevers, which h~~ r-~~ r. ~~.‘i

quarters of the Advance St.~ - t i ’~fl -~~

On July 6, Pershing ir t f or ~ ~d tft- ss - -

of his estimate of the ~r.itia1 A.t..~~.

cabled:

Plans should c~r — : i ~~t.• a.n :~~~~
— at least 1 ,000 ,ODii ~~~~

Now that Pershing had ~~ec~~d~-~4 
~~~~~- -

A.E.F., how the staff woi.~~d r e  o r u ~.~
its initial strength sh oul- : ~~~~~~~ h.

the problem of how A . E .~~. i~ t~-

ized.  Wi shing to ensur .  ~ ~~t. h~ - -

did not  vary greatly w i t ’  ~~~~~~~ re: —
~~

— Board, Pershing had me~ber~ ~~ ni~ s t~a ’

joint session with the ~i’er E s

This was a crucial time for  ~ -‘-~h tii~. . 4

commander he was having t.~- ~e

Baker Board about A.~~.F. or~ar ~~~*t ~~~r

noted that “General Pershi.n~- k .~~t h t

infini tely patient , and t~~ comrussi ‘r
agreed with the org aniza~ i~~ hø r’

War Department.  ,,87

Pershing~ 3 r e c o m m en d M t i - ’n , 1r
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Organization Project, was completed on July 10 and

forwarded by courier to the War Department the

following day. It dealt with the organization of

combat units and defined type divisional, corps,

and army units. Pershing’s staff was also working

on two other organization projects that would round

out the entire organization for the A.E.F. These

were for the organization of the engineers and for

the organization of units for the L.O.C.  In the

General Organization Project, Pershing clarified

his July 6 cable on a 1 ,000,000 man force. The

report stated~:

it i~ evident that a force of aboutP 1,000 ,000 is the smallest unit which
in modern war will be a complete,
well balanced, and independent
fighting organization. However, it
must be equally clear that the adoption
of this size force as a basis of study
should not be construed as repre—
senting the maximum force which will
be needed in France. It  is taken as
the force which may be expected to
reach France in time for an offensive
in 1913 , and as a unit and basis for
organization . Plans for the future
should be based, especially in refer-
ence to the manufacture . . . of artil—
lery, aviation, and other material, on
three time~ this force — at least
3,000, 000 ~ti8

Baker’s report was submitted in late July and

it agreed with Pershing’s General Organization Pro-

ject .  In addition, the Baker Board identified the

-- _ - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --~~~~~~~~~ - - _ - —-—
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need for several new logistical units: dock

workers, warehouse units, salvage depots, and a

printing office.8~ These were additional special—

ized units which were to be developed to meet

specific needs in France for supporting the A.E.F.

On July 114., the Engineer Project was corn-

pleted. To support an A.E.F. of 1,000,000 men

would require about 35,000 engineer troops.

They were to be organized into several different

units which gave the engineers a varied capa-

bility. Engineer units recommended were: eleven

engineer railway regiments, four road battalions,

ten construction battalions, six topographical

sections, two map reproduction units, ten water

supply detachments, six water supply companies,

five forestry regiments, forty labor companies,

and six mining companies.9°

A standard engineer requisition for equipment,

known as Requisition No. 6 was also completed.

This enabled the Chief Engineer of the A.E.F. to

requisition in multiples of Requisition No. 6

ra~her than listing each item separately. The

requisition was based upon a force of 500,000

fighting men occupying a I~.0 mile front in Lorraine.

It was divided into two parts: one section for
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~tandard gauge railroad equipment and one for light

(60 centimeter) gauge equipment. The standard

gauge requisition called for 7601 miles of track,

570 miles of telephone installation, 700 consoli-

dated locomotives, 9,500 freight cars, 60 water

stations, 16 engine—house equipments, 10 ambulance

trains, 60 electric gantry dock cranes, material

for 6,000 linear feet of wharf (enough for 15 ship

berths), and a complete set of equipment for a

general repair shop. The light railway requi-

sition included 14.80 miles of track, 330 miles of

telephone installation, 3814. locomotives, 3,332 cars,

14JJ water statioas, 16 engine—house equipnents, and

one general repair shop. Also requested were steam—

shovels, pile drivers, lighting facilities, and
— bridging equipment.91 As specific figures were

computed, the enormity of the task required to

support the A.E.F. in France became more and more

apparent to the A.E.F. staff and to the War De—

partment .

Pershing’s first month in France had passed

quickly. Initial decisions had been made and

planning had begun for the establishment of a

logi6tical system capable of supporting the A.E.F.

But the most difficult task lay ahead . Many
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facilities had to be built and the men and materials

were limited in quantity. It remained to be seen

if the A.E.F. could build a logistical system which

could work in the time available.

IL ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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CHAPTER II

DEVELOPMENT OF A LOGISTICAL SYS’r~~ :
SIX MONTHS 0± TRIAL PJ4J) ERROR

A bulky stan implies a division
of responsibility, slowness of
action, and indecision, whereas
a small staff implies activity
and concentration of purpose.

GEN ERAL WI Li11 AM T • St1ERNAi~1

As a result of his initial experience in

France, Pershing realized that for his plans of a

large American ~ornbat force to become a reality,

a vast and complex supply system would have to be

built behind the front. Such a system involved

tremendous difficulties: congested ports, decrepit

railroads, lacM of qualified personnel, and unfa-

miliar French systems. Only a well—organized ana

coordinated effort could overcome these handicaps

quickly. In fact, the tasK would require the

establishment of an “organization in France on an

unprecedented scale of another War Department” just

to handle the logistics.1 This burden now fell upon

the A.E.i”. staff.
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Several ma jo r  projects  required Pershing ’s

immediate attention. First, and most pressing,

was a decision on the organization of the L.O.C.

Thi s included not only the physical location of

the required depots and other facilities but

also the number and type or units which were to

man the L.O.C. Another problem arose in the

methods of procuring supplies in ~urope . The

technical chiefs , accustomed to independent

action in tne United States, did not coordinate

their purchases. Competition, high costs, and

general inefficiency were the results. Civilian

experts had to be identified to fill several

important A.E.F. posts for wtiich the pre-war

army had l5ttle, or no experience. Railways,

forestry and port operations were several of the

key areas needing civilian expertise. Once the

logistical system was set up and properly manned,

then the arrival of troops and material from the

United States would have to be coordinated to

ensure that men and equipment arrived in the

proper sequence and at the correct time so that

the logistic~ii. system would be capable of handling

them efficiently. 
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Graves, Chief of the U.S. Forestry Service, to

supervise A.E.F. lumbering operations.7

Major William J. Wilgu s, former member of the

Military Railway Commission and a civilian railroad

man, recommended as early as June 27 that a single

civilian head be appointed to manage the railways

of the A.k~.F. from the ports to the front. Be-

cause transportation was “second only in importance

to the question of the general organization[~f the

A.E.FJ,” Wilgus stressed the urgency of selecting

a man tc supervise the railroads so that planning

and construction could begin as soon as possible .8

Late in July , Pershing sent the War Department

a cable stressing the need for a separate transpor—

tatiori department run by a civilian ex’art.

Pershing asked that a railway man be selected and

sent to France without delay along with several

assistants of his choice. 9 On July 30, Pershing

followed up the cable with a letter in which he

stated that the railway men would be given ap-

propriate military rank and that the chief of

transportation would probably become a brigadier

general .~ o

Not only did Wilgus recommend a civilian chief

of railways, he also felt that a business organ-

ization should be adopted for running the A .E.F.
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staff.~~ While Pershing recognized many advantages

to business methods, he firmly believed that the

purpose of the organization was to accomplish the

tasks assigned by the commander even when business

principles had to be sacrificed. For the time

being, Wilgus’ suggestion was shelved.

Conditions in France were demonstrating the

inadequacy of the pre-war logistical organization.

Changes would be required to develop a workable

system. Pershing took the first step when he

recognized that the railroads would have to be run

by a civilian, but he stipulated that the civilian

was to be a member of the U.S. Army and under his

own direct control. While the old nomenclature

of the Field Service Regulations remained, a new

organization with a different division of re-

sponsibilities was evolving.12

Three lines of supply depots were adopted

by Pershing on August 4. They coincided with the

territorial divisions of the Field Service Regu-

lations.13 At a conference with the French to

study the conditions under which the Americans were

to organize the L.O.C., Major Logan explained that

the purpose of the successive lines of depots was

to maintain in France a reserve of 90 days of supply.

~

---
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Depots in the base sections would store 45 day s

while those in the intermediate and advance

sections would hole 30 and 15 days respectively .

This arrangement would allow continued supply of

the A.E.F. if German submarines interrupted the

shipping lanes to the United States. Colonel Payot

of the French Army, suggested that the commanders

of the sections be co—].ocated with the French

commanders in their areas to ensure coordination

of efforts.14 A decision was made that the Am en —

cans were to conduct a reconnaisance of facilities

near the front to locate suitable sites for the

Advance Section depots.

On August 13 the Line ox Communications i-eas

forma.lly established and the geographic limits

were defined as extending “from the sea to the

points where delivery of supplies is made to the

field transportation of the combatant field forces.”

The L.O.C. encompassed most of France. Headquarters

were established in Paris and five sections were

designated. base Section No. 1 consisted of the

facilities around the Loire River and included the

port of Brest.  Base Section No. 2 took in the

ports along the Gironde River and La Pallice to

the north. Base Section No. 3 was located along



r

the English Channel and included ports both in

France and Britain. The Intermediate Section was

defined as the area between the Base and Advance

Sections. The Advance Section coincided with the

French Zone of the Armies. Significantly, the

Director of Railways was still placed under the

control of the L.0.C. commander.1S For the first

time, Blatchford knew what area was under his

territorial jurisdiction.

On the following day, a Coordination Section

~II was added to the staff of A.E.F. headquarters.

Its purpose was to act as the connecting link be—

tween the supply agencies and the general staff.
— 

General supervision of supply matters, con—

struction, railways, and the L.O.C. fell under its
- 

- duties.16 This meant that two general staff

sections dealt with the flow of men and supplies.

The Administration Section dealt with requisitions

and alloting tonnage from the United States and

the Coordination Section was concerned with

logistics in France.

Frontline supply of the A.E.F. occupied the

attention of a third section of the General Staff:

operations. On August 12—13, members of the

operations section and representatives of the 

--_- ——-— -~~~~-------~ ~~- - ~~~~~~~~---  —-
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supply sections toured French facilities in

Lor~ .ne. Organization of the Advance Section

and location ox its facilities were the objectives

of tneir inspection. Major Alvin B. Barber, now

a member of the administrative section, reported

that the French decision on A.E.I. railway usage

was not subject to negotiation as believed. The

A.E.F. was to use the railways via Dijon for the

first 2S,000 tons each day and then the lines

via Chattilon for the next 15,000 tons. Only

after 40,000 tons were being handled on the other

railroads was the railroad via Troyes available

to handle the additional 10,000 tons. As a

result of this inspection trip, a recommendation

was made to Pershing that the A~E.F. occupy

Lorraine inibially as a training area.17 Conse-

quently, emp~iasis on construction was directed

to the port and intermediate facilities.

Now that the geographic limits of the L.0.C.

were defined and the location of facilities was

being decided , the question of tne internal

organization of the L.O.C. and the role of the

Director of Railways arose once again. On August 16,

Wilgus sent a memorandum to the L.O.C. commander

in whi ch he summarized the vast transportation

Ifr_ _ 
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problems facing the A.E.F. As a solution, Wilgus

recommended an organization based upon civilian

business practices. E~nphasizing a departmental

organization, Wilgus divided the transportation

department into five sections: railway transpor—

tation, equipment, business affairs, light rail-

ways, and construction. Each section would report

to the chief of transportation. The memorandum

came “informally ” to Pershing’s attention and he

approved it on August i8. He gave Wilgus

instructions to deal directly with bun on im-

portant matters affecting the railway s wi thout

regard for “red tape or rank.~
18 This decision

practically made the transportation department

independent of the L.O.C.  and gave Pershing

another agency to supervise. Three days after

the duties of the L.0.C. commander had been

defined in a general order, an informal decision

by Pershing altered the lines of responsibility

that the general order had sought to clarify.

Coordination of Local Purchases

Many supply sources had been developed by the

Allies and the A.E.F. soon found itself in compe—

tition witn them. The principal article in demand

was lumber, and the Corps of Engineers and the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —--~~- - --~~ ~~--~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ - - ~~~~~~~~~~~ -- ~—-~~~~--- - -~ -~ --_ - -- .— -~~~-~~--~~~ .-
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Quartermaster Corps, both charged with construction.

entered into a lively contest to acquire it. Prices

rose rapidly. Immense quantities or lumber for

projected A.E.F. construction were involved. This

competition caused delays and annoyance in the A.E.F.

and gave the French cause for concern. French —

authorities imposed limitations upon lumber sales

and made it difficult for the A.E.F. to meet even

its most urgent requirements.19

In an effort to solve this problem, Pershing

appointed a board of officers on Jul~’ 1~ to look

into the creation of an agency which would super-

vise procurement in general and coordinate A .~E.F.

and Allied needs, thus checking the “scramble for

supplies.”20 The board was to study the “question

of establishing a purchasing bureau” for overseas

procurement. All members of the board were members

of supply sections, each had a knowledge of the

supply problem, and each possessed a vested

interest in working out an equitable solution.21

Pershing hoped the board would be able to develop

some mechanism for reducing competition and ensuring

a just allotment of supplies to each agency while

— keeping in mind overall A.t~.F. needs. 
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Two weeks later the board submitted its

findings. More concerned with the legality of the

question than the need to adopt it , the board

stated it believed a coordination of purchases

would be legal only through an act of Congress.

Board members were more interested in their old

powers and were against any action to establish a

business organization separate from the departments.22

Pershing was not satisfied. In a memorandum

to the Adjutant General, Pershing complained the

board had “accepted too literally the wording of

the order.” His int arbion had been to establish

a central board consisting of officers from each

supply department arid to have a central agent

responsible for coordinating their purchases.23

Calling the board ’s recommendations a “rather

extended discussion”, Pershing be~ieved the

situation was so critical that there was “no time

to discuss technicalities. Some business—like

method had to be adopted to meet the situation.”

A remedy to the approaching chaos caused by inde-

pendent and ‘~ncontro11ed actions by the supply

departments had to be found. Still considering

the solution as one merely of effective coordination,

Pershing disregarded the board ’s recommendations

_____________ _-
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and decided to establish a purchasing agency .24

General Orders No. ~~ established the General

Purchasing Board with its headquarters in Paris.

It was to be under the supervision of a Generai

Purchasing Agent who was to be in “liaison with

the various Allied purchasing agents of the A.E.F.”25

Coordination of purchases was his sole duty and

the actuai purchasing was still left in the hands

or the various supply department purchasing and

disbursing officers. The Board had no autnorit~

to make purchases, but it dia exercise the power

of controlling purchases and the right to veto

any purchase.26 When two or more services desired

the same item, only one was allowed to purchase

it and trie item was distributed equitably among

the agencies requiring it.27

Ten day s later, the members of the General

Purchasing Board were appointed. Lieutenant Colonel

Charles (fr . Dawes , 17th Engineers and a personal

friend of Pershing, was appointed to the position

of General Purchasing Agent. Membership of the

board consisted or representatives from all of the

agencies which procured supplies: Quartermaster

Corps, Medical Corps, Corps of Engineers, Signal

Corp~’, Aviation Service, Ordnance Corps, Red Cross,

and Y.M.C.A.28 
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Dawes had known Pershing in Lincoln, Nebraska

where Pershing had been on college duty and Dawes

had been a young lawyer in the same town. Later

Dawes had become a banker in Chicago and had

served as McKinley’s Comptroller of tne Currency.29

His relationship with Persxiing was unique. He had

direct access to Pershing both as a friend and as

the chief of the General Purchasing Board. Harbord

later wrote , “his direct access to the General

f~erzhing3 occassionally put a little strain on the

military conventionalities, and, as the boys some—

times said, he operated from a position ‘out on a

limb’.”30

Pershing gave Dawes almost unlimited discretion

and authority in the development of a system of

coordinating purchases and in the organization of

the board . He was given a free hand in setting up

liaison with the Allies and he was encouraged to

“use any method which may seem wise” to secure

supplies in Europe and relieve the strain on Amen —

can shipping. Only someone that Pershing knew well

and fully trusted would have been given this freedom

of action. Dawes later stated , Pershing “made me

an important element in tnis was.t131 Dawes did

not disappoint his friend. 
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Completing the A E.F. Organization

Altflough A.E.F.  headquarters moved to Chaumont

on Septemoer 1, Pershing kept a liaison office

open in Paris. in addition, L.O.C. headquarters

remained in Paris at 19 Rue St.—Anne. Dawes and

the members of the General Purchasing Board moved

into the same building with the L.O.C. staff.32

Paris was centrally located arid the place supplies

could be procured and coordinated with the Allies.

Early in September, Pershing notified the

War Department of his decision to establish a 90

day reserve of supplies in France. ‘I’o reduce

confusion and avoid needless requisitions, a system

of automatic supply was established. Colonel

McCarthy, Chief Quartermaster of the A.E..I., had

recommended an automatic supply system while still

a member of War Department staff during May, 1917;

but the War Department had disapprovea his suggestion.33

As a result, each month priority cables were sent

to the War Department which projected the re—

quirements for the coming months. Opposition to

an automatic supply system still existed in the War

Department, but Secretary of War Baker upheld

Pershing’s position.

-
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During the first months of the automatic

supply system, studies were made regarding what

items should be included under automatic supply.

Estimates were based upon packets of 25,000 men.

To minimize confusion about what items were on the

automatic system, each supply chief was required

to make up a cable telling his chief in the War

Department what items were locally procurable in

France. The General Purchasing Board was directed

to purchase everything practicable in Europe to

reduce the tonnage requirements of the

Supplies not included on the automatic supply

lists and not~available in Europe were requisitioned

from the United States. Each supply chief submitted

an estimate of his requirements for the next two

months to the administrative section of A.E.F. head-

quarters. ~ased upon the allocation of tonnage

whicti the supply department received from the A.E.F.

total, the supply chief then made up a list of the

items required that month which had been identified

as available for shipping at ports of embarkation

in the United ~tates.~
5 The administrative section

then received and checked the lists, eliminated

requests for supplies available in Europe, arid con-

solidated the requests into a priority cable

~
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from the A.E.F.  to the War Department once each

month .~~
6 All general tonnage requirements were

computed on the basis of 61 to 63 pounds of

supplies per man per day.37

New organizations created special supply and

organizational problems. For example, to meet the

need for a gas warfare capability the Chemical War-

fare Service was established in September.~
8 Prior

to i ts establishment, the War Department planned

to divide the responsibility for gas warfare be-

tween the Corps of Engineers, which was to be

responsible for the mechanical features of chemical

warfare, and the Medical Corps, which was to handle

the chemicals. This was fir.ally deemed impractical

and the Gas Service was set up under Colonel Amos

A. Fries, an engineer officer. Initial studies

led to the procurement of 100,000 gas masks from

the British by the General Purchasing Board . It

was decided for safety and to reduce tonnage that

the chemicals required to make poisonous gas would

be shipped from the United States. 39 Fries was

given command of the 30th Engineers , the Gas and

Flame Regiment, which became the first unit in the

Chemical Warfare Service.~~ Initial confusion,

delayed decisions, and unique requirements for

equipment and supplies characterized the numerous

- —~~~~~~~ -—~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~ -~~~
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organization arid training for such
work were as essential as tactical
training for the fighting men.14.d

To meet the needs in France, a labor force of over

70,000 men was organized under the Quartermaster

Corps, the Aviation Service was expanded to over

55,000 men, and an Engineer requirement of over

110,000 men was filled to run railways, construct

facilities, and cut down trees. Most of these

units were new to U.S. Army service and had been

organized based upon study of the French and

British systems and the Field Service R€~gulations.~
3

By the middle of September, the A.E.F.’s

supply system was beginning to take form . The

L.O.C. had beeii defined, facilities were taken

over from the French, and new locat ions were being

identified. Organization of units to build and

run the L.0 .C. had been forwarded to the War De—

partrnent for action. A general supply system based

upon automatic renewal of supplies and 90 day re—

serve storage in France was being implemented.

The General Purchasing Board was saving thousands

of dollars and tons of shipping space through

control 01 European procurement. But there was

still one major problem area: transportation. 

~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- -~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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~~iings of the Transportation Department

Wilgu s had been appointed the Director of hail—

way s on August 22 , just four days af ter  Pershing

had approved Wil gus ’ organizational concep t for a

separate transportation department . Wilgus immedi-

ately began to try to get the transportation program

moving. On the 26th, at a meeting with members of

the A.E.F. and L.0.C. staffs, he brought up the

question of who should “start the ball rolling” on

the design and location of depots along the rail-

ways to the front. While sites at Gievres, Saint—

Sulpice, !4ontoi~ and Villiers—i.e—Sec had already

been selected, more sites were required to build

up the base needed for the A.E.F. “I~onreadiness

for coining supplies, including a force of competent

storekeepers to receive and issue them was a

matter of grave concern,”~~ Wilgus later wrote.

Perstiing was pleased with the initiative that

Wilgus had displayed and with his handling of

transportation problems. After rejecting W. W.

Atterbury ’s requirement that Atterbury be given

a free hand if he were to serve as chief of A.E.F.

railways, Pershing heard nothing further on the

matter from the War Department. At the end of

AUgUSt Pershing notified the War Department that

1k ~~~~~~~ - ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — — -~~
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since he had heard nothing further about Atterbury,

he preferred Atterbury not be sent to France unless

the War Department felt strongly about the appointment.

Pershing was pleased with Wilgus and intended to

keep him as chief of the A.E.~ . railways.~~

Two days later, William W. Atterbury arrived

with a message from the Secretary of War appointing

him Director General of Transportation (D.~~.T.).

Pershing was now placed in the embarassing position

of having to replace Wilgus who had gained his

confiaence and who had an exceilent grasp of the

A,E.F. transportation problems with Atterbury.

It was initially decided to make Wilgus a member

of the A.E.F. staff, but Atterbury was impressed

with WUgus ’ work and asked that Wilgus remain in

the transportation organization as his chief

assis tant.~~

At his first meeting with Atterbury, Pershing

was surprised witn Atterbury’s knowledge of the

A.E.1~. problems and his enthusiasm for getting on

with the job. Pershing left the meeting convinced

that Atterbury was the rig~nt man for the position.~
7

What Pershing did not know was that Atterbury

arrived without knowledge of Persning~s objections

to his pre-conditions for working in the A.E.k . 
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Atterbury felt that he had been given a free hand

in solving the A.E.F. railway problems. Persning,

on the other hand, assumed Atterbury knew that his

relationship to the A.E.F. staff was that of any

other supply department. This misunderstanding led

to ill—feelings and confusion between Atterbury~s

department and the general staff chief ~
)
~
8 

~
would be months before this problem was solved.

Atterbury was faced with many difficulties.

One was the general deterioration of the French

railway system and the poor conditions of the

French ports. Major construction projects would

be required to produce a workable system. Over

six hundred miles of sidings, switches, and rail-

road ~vards would have to he built. Another problem

was the great difference between the American and

French railroad systems. The French switched their

trains at the station, the Americans outside; the

French used hand—brakes, the Americans air—brakes;

the French trains ran on the left-hand track, the

Americans on the right. The French system also

used different signals. As a matter of fact, the

only thing the two systems had in common was that

rod was recognized as the universal danger signai)~~
French railway equipment was in poor maintenance

L. - - . - - ~~~~~ - - _
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and a shortage of cars and locomotives existed in

meeting the French needs.

Atterbury spent the first two weeks in France

reviewing Wilgus’s plans and seeing first—hand the

conditions of tne proposed railway lines leading

to the front and supply centers. He approved

Wilgus’s plans and pushed forward for the es-

tablishment of a separate Transportation

Department. While it was true that the A.E.F. was

only a commercial shipper on tne French railroads,

Atterbury envisioned an expanded A.E.F. railway

service which would eventually run its own iines.50

A separate Transportation Department was

established on September iLk. The D.G.T., Atterbury,

was charged with the ~operation, maintenance, and

construction of all railways and canals under

American control and with the construction and

maintenance of wharves and roads, and of shops arid

other buildings for railway purposes.” Wilgus~s

proposal had become reality. Brigadier General

William C. Langfitt, an engineer officer, was

appointed Manager of Light Railways, and Wilgus

was made the Deputy Director of Railways. The

handling of men and cargo fro~i the port to the

front was now placed under the control of a single 
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man, Atterbury.51 But the Transportation De-

partment also inherited new responsibilities. It

now had to compete with the Engineers and Quarter-

master for building material and construction

troops. It also had to develop a working relation-

ship with the Army Transport Service, still part

of the Quartermaster Corps, which was charged with

the unloading of men and material in the ports.

Most importantly, Atterbury had inherited an

organization composed primarily of civilians who

still did not understand their role as part of

the A.E.F. military machine.

Trying to Make the System Work

At the end of September almost 60,000 Ame n —

cans were in France and this increased the

pressure on the logistical system .52 If thi s small

number strained the system, what would happen when

over 1 ,000,000 had arrived by the next Nay? Port

congestion caused delays and increased the turn—

around time for the ships. The delays were partly

due to the poor dock facilities and the shortage

of stevedores. The situation became so critical

that Pershing had to use temporarily combat troops

from the 1st Division and a regiment of U.S. Marines 
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as stevedores.5~ Pershing disliked using combat

troops, but he had no choice until the men and

material arrived to run the supply activities.

It appeared that at no time in its growth,

would the means to transport, supply, and service

the A.E.F. arrive in adequate quantities in advance

of those units needing support. “The cart was

indeed placed before the horse.”5~ Unless better

utilization of the few men and of the material

available could be developed , it seemed that the

A..~.±. was going to fail.

1~ot only were there problems in France, but

confusion and delays existed in the United States.

Ships were seldom loaded to capacity and lack or

supervision caused much equip.nent to arrive damaged.

Even items which were locally obtainable or not

needed in France were sent because they were on a

supply table at the War Department. At the end of

September Pershing wired the War Department requesting

that items not crucial to the conduct of military

operations and to building up the A.E.F.’s logistical

base should not be sent to France. Until this time,

ships had arrived loaded with office equipment,

lawn mowers, window shades, arid the like. Exasperated,

Pershing commented :

_
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I have o f ten  wondered what manner
of man was responsible for’ shipping
such things , whether on supply tabies
or- not, tnereby wasting tonnage when
winter  ClOthing , building material,
steel and any number or real necessi-
ties were being delayed.5~

To clarify the system for requisit ioning

supplies, General Orders No. L~3 was published on

September 30. The General Purchasing Board was

tasked as the agency responsible for coord ination
•of local purchases, but each supply chief was

charged with the responsibility of obtaining

supplies unuer their jurisdi~tion. They were also

held responsible for all depots and other facilities

used by their service in France.~
6 This meant, for

exam ple, that the Chief Quartermaster of the A.E.F.

was responsible for all quartermaster facilities

and operations in France. His relationship to the

Chief Quartermaster on the L.O.C. staff was not

clearly defined. Thus, while clarifying some problem

areas, the general order did not address the re-

lationship or the A .~~.k”. staff to the L.0.C. staff.

A corrected copy of General Orders No. 8 was

issued on the same day. It formally stated

the relationships to the A .E.F. staff of new

agencies which had developed since July. The

staff  of the A. i~.F. now consisted of f ive general

s taf f  sections — admin i s t r a t ive , intelligence, 
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operation, training, and coordination; three adminis-

trati~ic~ sections — Adjutant General, Inspector

General, and Judge Advocate General; and twelve

technical services — Quartermaster Corps, Ordnance

Corps, Signal Corps, Medical Corp s, Corps of Engi—

neers, Air Service, Transportation Department,

General Purchasing Agent, Provost Marshal, Line of

Communications, Chemical Warfare Service, and Red

~ross.
5
~ In less than three months, Pershing ’s

staff had mushroomed to twenty sections which had

direct access to the Comm ancer—in— Chief. This did

not include the commanders of the combat units

which were now arriving in increasing numoers in

France. Centralization of decision-making was about

to strangle the A.E.F. staff work.

But Pershing was confident that the logistical

system was off to a good start. On October LI. he

wrote Secretary of War Baker:

My earnest thought has been devoted
to organization, arid it is beiieved
that the general system evolved will,
in a short time, become more or less
automatic, especially as to the services
of the rear. The ad~inistrative staffsand my General Staff have been brought
into thorough accord . The new rail—
way transportation department, under
Mr. Atterbury, as materials and
personnel arrive, will soon be able
to meet our transportation re-
quirernents. But the delay in the
arrival of forestry troops and dock

- — -—•~~~~ --— - -- -- ~~~~~ -— -~~ —-  -~~~—-~~~~~~~~~
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material  will  postpone construction
and may result in some congestion.
The purchasing agency , under Colonel
Dawe s, is coordinating American
purchases in Europe in conjunction
with the French and British control
and will bring a great saving in
the cost of supplie~ and economy
in transportation .~~O

During the same period , Dawes was less optimistic.

He wrote, 0Coord iration of our own activities is

our first problem . We are rapidly - but none too
C9

rapidly - solving it.”~
’ Both felt that progress

was being made at an adequate pace.

Cne portion was missing from the A.E.F. master

plan to the War Department. The priority in which

units were to be shipped to France to assure a

balance between the combat forces and the lo-

gistical units needed to support thexr had not

been developed. This prograri was sent to Washing-

ton the first week in October and called for six

• bOincrements oi troops. The ent i re  program had

carefully been worked out by the chief of the

administrative section of the A.E.F. staff,

Colonel Logan, who was assisted by Colonel Barber.61

With the forwarding of the priority schedule

to the War Department, the master plan for the

A .~~.1. was completed. Pershing said:

—— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ __=~~~
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The importance of these three docu—
inents, the General Organization
Project, the Service or the Rear
Project, and the schedule of
priority of shipments should be
emphasized , because tney formed

-: the basic plan for providing an
army in France together with its
material fo’ combat, construction,
arid supply.b2

Although the plan hac Deen completed for the general

organi~zation of the A.E.F., many of the internal

problems still had to be resolved. Getting the

supply system to function properly was the most

important of these.

When he toured the ports at the end of October,

Pershing found the facilities of the L.0.C. less

than adequate. The ports were still congested.

Construction projects were behind schedu)e.

Special units arriving to man the L.O.C. were not

meeting expectations. One specially organized

stevedore regiment arrived with only eleven of its

thirty officers having any experience in handling

cargo. The remainder had no idea at all what was

• 63required.

Port congestion was the result of several

factors.  First , the shortage of stevedores- slowed

operations. Second, the expansion and modernization

of port facilities was behind schedule. Third, the

French insisted on controlling the movement of ships

‘ I
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in and out of the ports. Fourth, the U.S. Navy

directed all cargo ships to St. Nazaire while other

• • . • 614.ports had vacant facilities to handle the ships.

Men and material were a function or the available

tonnage to ship them across the Atlantic. Pershing

was able to get some French cooperation in the ports,

but it would come only later. Pershing felt that

these problems should have been brought to his

attention sooner.

But the ports were not the only place disorgan—

ization existed. In the interior, the 26th. Division,

expecting food and ammunition for training, received

instead infant’s underwear. The 142nd Division re—

• 65ceived wagon bodies wi thout wheels. What supplies

the 142nd Division received were scattered over a

ten—acre field and serviced by only 6 motor trucks

for an eighteen mile area.66

Separation of logistical functions in the ports

led to further delays and disorganization. In each

port, the transportation officer reported directly

to Atterbury, but the men who worked for him during

the day in unloading and transferring cargo were

stevedore troops under the control of the Base

Section commander. The Base Section commander used

the troops at his disposal to man all projoct~ in

his Base Section, thus the transportation officer

—~~~~~--
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never knew how many men he would have each day until

they arrived.6~ While some Base Section commanders

saw the need for better coordination, they were

under the most stringent orders not to interfere

• • . 68 • .with the technical services. Within the ports,

no one coordinated the work or set priorities for

what work should be accomplished first. Each

technical chief was concerned with his job only.

Despite Pershing’s cables urging better

supervision of shipping in U.S. ports, there was

little improvement. Piling, desperately needed for

wharf construction, arrived after delays in Bordeaux

only to be found too short. A ship made the trip

across the Atlantic loaded with sawdust for the

cold storage plant being con3tructed in France.

No one thought that there might be abundant sawdust

in the logging camps of the A.E.1’. forestry units.69

The available shipping was badly used because of

inadequate supervision in the ports of embarkation

and poor facilities for unloading at the ports of

debarkation.

Regardless of the many problems facing the L.O.C.,

the off icers  and men were fairly opt imist ic  and

could see some progress being made.  But there was

a lac!c of purposeful direct ion in the base sections, 
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and Pershing decided that the ba~ e s~- cL1on -- -

be commanded by a general o f f i ’~e’ w i t b . ~

coordinate and systematize the a f l a i r i~ 
- •

section. The implementation of t~.i8  ch.~n~ w~ -- -

bring consiuerablo improvements in U,e ~a 
- -

men and material in the ports and m’-rt ed 
~
— -

in the construction programsJ° One man r w’w wa
held responsible for all the operat or~s i n  .~ - •

section and he was given command of tr .

section and the authority to enforce -ia dert~~ --

At the same time Pershing deci ded i~~~t a

i±eneral Blatchford was not perfo~mht~ hi-~ • . t

as L.O.C. commander adequ a te ly . ~~~~ an.i m o - .

vigorous leade~’ship was requiire’i. P~- r  ~~in~
requested the War Department allow ~~j~ r

Francis J. Kernan,’~~ho was schedu’ed

a combat division, to remain in ~‘r’~ r~ ~

commander of the L.O.C. Brigadier G i e -~ 1 N ti r

M. Patrick was made the acting commander w~ien

Blatchford was relieved.71 Blatchfor-~, ..-h ~~~~~~~~

so highly recommended , was reassi~ n’-’d t t ~ su~ er ~ - -

construction and billeting in the trairt i~’ ~~~~~~~

in Lorraine before being sent back t th~ ~Mit.~’

States for retirement.72 He wa~ on - of’ m’.n~
Regular Army officers who did nut rn ’~~ r ; u r. ’ u; ?u

Pershing ’s standards of performance. 
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November was a month in which the supply situ-

ation continued to deteriorate. The autumn of 1917

saw a decrease in Allied shipping by 17,000,000 dead—

weight tons. Only about half of it had been re-

placed through building programs.73 War Department

shipping estimates began to look more and more

visionary to the A.E.F. The United States had

raised an army of over 1,000,000 men and it was

faced with the problem of having no shipping to

carry them or their supplies across the Atlantic.~~
A partial solution was found in November when the

Allies formed the Allied Shipping Committee which

was charged with managing shipping resources to

meet all Allied needs.’5
In an attempt to speed up the turn— around time

and to relieve congestion, A.E.F . ports designated

for emergency usage were utilized. La Pallice

received its first ship on November 7 and Brest

soon became the center of troop arrivals. (6

Per shing wrote Baker about the need to acquire

~o”e eii pp iri ~ . Pershing ’s view was that “it should

~~~~
- no 1on~~.:’ a question of how much tonnage can be

~~~~ .j r r ~k1iL -~r~ purposes, but only the most

..r. c~~.y -~t viui ;~ permit its use for any

‘ • i ’~ .11 sh t ppin..~ in th~ unite l

)- ;- ‘ .r ’ ‘.‘nt c o n t r i .
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A Cri t ical  Analysis of the Logistical System

On November 15, Colonel Johnson Hagood , the new

commander of the Advance section, wrote a detailed

analysis of the problems which confronted the L.O.C.

in general and the Advance Section in particular.

He considered the operation of the L.O.C. the “most

important problem now confronting the American Army.

Upon its successfu l operation, more than upon the

successful operation of all other agencies combined,

depends the outcome of the war.” This is a startling

statement considering that the month before Hagood

had been concerned only with his artillery regiment

and preparations for combat. Few line officers

assigned to the L.O.C. showed the concern and

insight that Hagood did. He continued :

If the United States does not actually
fail, its efficiency is certainly
going to be tremendously decreased
by the sheer incompetence of its line
of communications , beginning in the
United States . . . and ending at
the French front. This incompetence
not only applies to the machine as a
whole, but . . . applies to the
individual officers and employees,
none of whom has had experience in
solving such a problem. (5

Hagood identified tne major deficiencies of the

L.O.C. as he saw them. First, he attacked the

tendency of assigning only officers who had not

been able to measure up in line assignments to the

_
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L.O.C. 1’ew officers were assigned because of special

talent to do the job. Next, he complained of the

lack of plans for Advance Section operations. Third,

Hagood noted the lack of adequate facilities in the

Advance Section and the fact that day-to—day oper-

ations took priority over any planning for the

increasing requirements of the near future. Lastly,

he believed that no study had been made of the

French and British methods by someone who was

actually to do the job.79 As a line officer, all

Hagood knew about his job was what he could find

from asking his superiors and checking the skimpy

files in his office.

“Firmly convinced that the majori ty of these

things have not been looked out for , ” Hagood proposed

several suggestions. The first was a decision on

what system of supply was to be adopted: French,

British, pre-war American, or some combination.

Next, a clear delineation of responsibilities

between the logistical agencies in the L.O.C. and

those in A.E.F. headquarters had to be made. A

major effort also had to be made to ensure that

the supply system was understood both by those

using it and by those maintaining it .  Fourth ,

Hagood felt that minor decisions should be made
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by minor officials and only major decisions should

become the concern of Pershing and the A.E.F. staff.

For the L.O.C. to function, ade quate manpower to

man it would be required, and Hagood sought the

services of a combat division. Fifth, routine

matters should be handled by the supply departments

and the A.E.F. and L.0.C. staffs should be con-

cerned with platning arid general policy . Last, and

most import ant , the L.O.C. had to be starfed with

men who were selected on their ability and experi-.

ence — not the rejects of the iine.80 Although

Hagood di d not have access to the previous work

done by the A.E.F. staff, he was able to quickly

identify the serious faults of the system .

Hagood concluded his reports to the L.O.C.

commander and Pershing by saying :

It is quite pract icable for me to
continue my off ice  here on the
emergency basis, following tne
routine from day to day and sol-
ving each problem , as presented ,
to the best, or my ability and with
the- facilities offered . . . I can
do no more with my own hands and
head than any other average man .
I can accomplish my end only by
building up an organization, a
smooth-running, hi gh grade machine
of tremendous eff iciency,  but if
the material for such an organization
is not pla ced at my dis posal there
is no use to attempt jt.B1

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Although no formal response was given to this report,

Hagood soon found himself the Chief of Staff of the

L.O.C. Major General Kernan, the new L.O.C. commander, —

decided that he would work on solving the immediate

problems facing the L.O.C. and Hagood would be left

free to develop an organization capable of handling

the future needs of the A.E.F. 2 New ideas and a

determination to get things done came to the t.O.C.

In an effort by the A.E.F. staff to clarify

the responsibilities within the General Staff, the

Coordination Section received new instructions on

November 19. It supervised “all questions concerning

supply and transportation in France.” Operations

of the supply departments, the General Purchasing

Board, the Transportation Department, and the L.O.C.

fell under its purview.8~ This was the only

section in the A.E.F. staff which tried eo pull

together all the problems of supply, transportation,

storage and distribution. But it was divided

between becoming involved in the day-to—day

problems which had to be solved in the planning

for future combat operations.

Port congestion at St. Nazaire continued and

tensions between the Quartermaster Corps and the

Transportation Department heightened as each

- - - ~~~~—
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blamed the other for the delays. The Quartermaster

Corps, through the Army Transport Service, was

charged with unloading of ships. This was being

done quickly ana the supplies were stacking up on

the docks because the railway service could not

reload the trains and move the supplies to the

depots quickly enough. The Transportation De-

partment complained that the stevedores were only

concerned with the speed of unloading ships and

were not concerned in the -least with expediting

the loading of railway cars.8~ The problems of

ill—defined responsibilities and the lack o team-

work still had not been resolved.

Major General Francis J. Kernan was appointed

Commanding General of the L.0.C. on November 27.

Kernan was a man of high reputation and ability,

but so had been Blatchford . An infantry officer,

Kernan had served as General ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ aide in

the Philippines and had served as the Acting As-

sistant Chief of Staff during the first days of the

war.
8
~ His ability to organize and supervise the

L.0.C. would soon be tested.

On the sam e day Kernan assumed comm and of the

L.O.C., the geographical boundaries and section

designations were changed. The channel ports in 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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France were now designated Base Section No. t~

and Great Britain became Base Section No. 3.

Since Brest had become an important troop debarkation

86port, it was designated Base Section No. ~. With

the Advance and Intermediate Sections, Kernan now

commanded an organization which consisted of seven

divisions — each with its own unique problems.

Two disturbing questions arose out of studies

conducted by the operations section of the A.E.F.

staff. The first arose from a report on the

priority system, the supplies required, and the

available tonnage . The study concluded that “the

tonnage or man-carrying capacity of the f leets  . .

is not suff ic ient  to put one million men in France

by June 1, and keep them supplied. If ships

could not be built faster or tonnage found else-

where, Pershing would receive a force less than he

- ; required if the A.E.F.  was to make a major e f fo r t

in the war.

A second question was raised by Colonel Fox

Conner in a memorandum to Pershing about the role

of the technical sections of the A.E.F. staff when

A.E.F. combat units advanced and Pershing ’s head—

quarters moved forward . Conner suggested that the

technical chiefs not accompany the A.E.F. head—

- - - S--— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -_---- ~~~~~1~~~~
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quarters but that they be left  in Chaumont with

authority to act for the Commander—in— Chief and to

forward to Pershing “only such matters connected

with these departments as are matters of general

policy and considerable importance.”88 Slowly

it was oepoming apparent to Pershing that central-

ization of all A.E.F. activities was not only

leading to delays and confusion, but it would not

be possible for a huge headquarters to function as

a field head’~uarters.

Final Effor ts  in 191 7

During the first of December, Pershing directed

each of the supply agencies i;o review the troops

strength of the Service of the Rear Project and

to decide wha e units could be cut . Thirty per—
8°cent was the size of the reduction. ‘ The lists

of cuts were to be submitted to the A.E.F .  staff

in the priority of reductions desired . Once again

Pershing was willing to sacrifice personnel in the

L.O.C. to build up combat forces, even though he

understood the dangers if the L.O.C. were to

collapse.

With the organization of a separate Motor

Transport Service on December 8, the Quartermaster

___________________________ 
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Corps ’ only transportation responsibility was that

of the Army Transport Service.90 The D.T.r. was

trying to have it placed in the Transportation

Department. Even though the reason for organizing

a separate Motor Transport Servi ce had been to

better utilize the limited number of motor transports,

the Motor Transport Service exercised no control

over the operations of its units or its vehicles

after they had been assigned to other departments

or base sections.9

In a letter to Colonel Avery D. Andrews, Pershing

expressed some of his concern for the logistical

system and its efficiency. Pershing felt that

Atterhury was “entirely and most hopelessly ignorant

of mil i tary af fa i rs.” As a result , Atterbury had

a tendency not to run his department as a co-

ordinated part of the A.E.F. More concern existed

in the Transportation Department for running an

efficient organization than meeting the military

requirements of the A .E.F.  Pershing was willing

to admit that many of the problems faced by the

Transportation Department arid the supply system

were the fault of no one in France, but this dia

not change the “necessity of handling troops and

supplies as they arrLve . . . regardless of

_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _
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whether we have completed our projects  or not. ”92

While sympathetic to tne problems, Pershing wanted

results. in contrast to his comments about

Atterbury, Pershing praised the work of Dawes and

the General Purchasing Board. He cited the fact

that over a million tons of supplies had been

obtained abroad and thus freed shipping for more

important items. Pershing hoped that his old West

Point classmate, Andrews, would be able to bring

the Transportation Department into line with the

overall A.E.F. program.

Another result of Hagood’s report in November

was a meeting between the A.E.F. and L.O.C. staff

which studied the logistical system. To clarify

responsibilities, General Order No. 73 was
-

- 
- issued. It accomplished two things. First, it

explained the supply system and defined the parts

of the system such as the regulating station and

railhead. It di.vided all supplies into four

classes and explained in detail the procedures

for obtaining each class.93 The dissimination of

information about the supply system and its pro-

cedures that Hagood had recommended was now a

reality. Second, the general order clearly divided
— the responsibilities for procurement, storage and 
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transportation. The supply chiefs, by means of

requisition to th e United States or local purchases

supervised by the Generai Purchasing Board, wer e

solely responsible for procurement of supplies

under their responsibility. The L.O.C. commander

was held responsible for care and storage of

supplies within his geographic jurisdiction.

Transportation, from the port to the front, was the

responsibility of the D.T.G. and his organization.~
1
~

Coordination of these activities still rested with

the A.E.F. staff.

For the first time combat units had an idea

about what the supply system was and how it worked.

But there were still some shortcomings. The D.T.G.

lost control of railway cars when they reached the

regulating station. There, a General Staff of f icer

controlled them until they were returned empty from

the railbeads. A more serious deficiency was the

failure to clarify the relationship of the supply

sections on the A.E.F. staff to those on the L.O.C.

staff.9S No single agency supervised the supply

system and no one was directly responsible for

failures resulting from poor coordination between

the departments.

In the middle  of December the geographi c l imits

L 

of the sections of the L.O.C. were adjusted to 
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coincide wi th French departmental boundaries. The

revokation of General Orders No. 20 and 66 made this
96new organization clearly defined. Coordination

with French officials was greatly simplified by this

new arrangement.

On December 18, the Quartermaster Corps ended

its involvement in transportation when the Army

Transport Service became a part of the Transportation

Department. The D.T.G. now controlled all A.E.F.

rail and water transportation in France. But the

Transportation Department , like most of the rest

of the A.E.F.’s supply agencies was still ill—pre-

pared to exercise its duties. At the end of 1917,

the Transportation Department consisted of a meager

staff , an inadequate and poorly trained force of

stevedores, partial claim to four construction

regiments, only thirty locomotives and no railway

cars and no car repair personnel to fix French rail-

way cars.

Even though men arid material were lacking, during

the first six months in France tremendous efforts

had been made to organize, locate, and construct

numerous facilities extending from the ports to the

regulating stations at the front. The general orders

published in December were an attemp t to express

- --
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the lessons learned and to provide a clear under—

standing of who was to do what. But the fact

remained tnat Pershing was the only person

responsible for the entire supply system and not

just a part of it. As more and more troops

arrived, he would find his time increasingly

spend on the conduct of training and preparation

for combat operations. If tne logistical system

would continue without his supervision remained

to be seen.
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CHAPTER III

BIRTH OF THE SERVICES OF SUPPLY:
THE HAGOOD BOARD

Commanders and leaders in every form
of human activity are forever on the
lookout for “a man” to do certain
things. Some fairly successful
leaders put the “man” above the
organization. That I believe to
be wrong. Any organization built
around one man fails when the
individual is no longer available.
it should be built to cai’ry on, and
is above and beyond any single
individual.

MAJOR GENER~JJ JAMES G. HARBORD

At the end of 1917, over 170,000 American

soldiers had arrived in France.1 As the number of

troops increased, the snipping shortage became more

critical and the strengths and weaknesses of the

A.E.1’.’s logistical system became more apparent.2

As with any other machine, the ultimate test of

the system would come when it was called upon to

support the A.E.F. in combat.3 But before that

happened, other circumstances would lead to a

radical reorganization of the system. 
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Serious external and internal problems existed

with the logistical system. Externally, the shortage

01’ shipping tonnage was a major constraint on the

regular development or the required facilities.

Although ship s were being seized, chartered,

built, and purchased throughout the world, shortage

of shipping appeared to be a long term problem .14

Internally, the logistical system did not possess

the degree of coordination and teamwork which

would be necessary for smooth day-to— day oper-

ations, much less to meet a major emergency.

iirigadier General Atterbury was known as a dif-

ficult subordinate wi-io carried “a chip on his

shouloer ” against military men and their methods.

While Pershing did commend Atterbury ’s organi—

ization for its businesslike practices, the fact

remained that the Transpo~’tation Department was

probably the least efficient department in the

logistical system.5 Until the Transportation De—

partment and the other elements of the system

could be brought into better accord witti one

another, the system, as organi zed, was subject to

failure.

_ _
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General Orders No. 73 In Action

Instead of clarifying the responsibilities of

• the various departments of the logistical system

so that more effective teamwork resulted, General

Orders No. 73 created the situation in which eacri

department strived to fulfill its duties, which

were now clearly defined, without concern about

how their actions affected the entire system.

Again, the lack of an overall supervisor can be

seen. “Buck passing” occurred not only at the

local level, but permeated the system to the

highest levels.

An oat shortage provides an example of the

results of General Orders No. 73. Complaints

were received at A.E.F. headquarters that oats,

which had not been requisitioned and wore

desperately needed , had not been received by the

forward units. Oats were stocked in the base and

intermeliate depots. Upon inquiry by A.E.F. head— -

quart:rs, Kern an stated that the oats had been

deli’~ered to the Transportation Department for

ship iient to the units and his responsibility ended

there. He had no idea where the oats were. The

Transportation Department, being only a shipper ,

had no idea about the need for the oats or their

location. No department seemed interested in

_ _ _ _
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locating the oats and getting them forward, only

in avoiding blame.6

Finally, after charges and countercharges

had been passed between departments, A.E.F. head—

quarters moved to solve the problem. Its solution

was about as bizarre as the episode itself. In-

stead of making the Transportation Department or

the L.0.C. responsible for locating and forwarding

the oats, it was deci ded that the Quartermaster

Corp s, which procured oats, would ensure th at the

oabs got to their destination. How was this

accomplished? A number of soldiers, known as

convoy s, were detailed to accompany the oats

forward ir railway cars. Whenever a delay oc-

curred, the convoy would notify the Chief Quarter-

master at A.E.F. headquarters. The chief Quarter-

master would then approach either Atterbury or

Kernan and request their assistance in resolving

the problem. If the Chief Quartermaster did not

feel that he was getting help, his last aiterna—

tive was to appeal directly to the A.E.F. general

staff.7 While this procedure did speed up identi—

f ication of problems, it also diffused the

responsibility for distribution of supplies, it

tied down men who were desperately needed at other
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parts of the logistical system, and it placed respon-

sibility in a department which did not have the

authority to ac~~mplish its duties.

Realizing that some other solution was required ,

Pershing directed the Inspector General, Major

General Andre W. Brewster, to study the possibility

of decentralizing the activities handled by the

A.E.F. staff. The “tendency on the part of staff

departments to centralize at these headquarters much

work whIch should not be handled here, a tendency

which, if unchecked , will produce serious -conse-

quences as the A.E.F. grows’~ had to be stopped.

Brewster was charged ~to put a check on such

improper expansion of . . . staff  departments .
1~fl~J to prevent the creation of bureaus modeled

on . . . the War Department. ”8 Pershing wa s

determined that activities not requii~ing general

staff supervision should be transferred to the

L.0.C. staff.

O~i the last day of the year, Brewster submitte d

his findings to Pershing. After a detailed analysis

of the function and composition of each department

on the A. .F. staff, the Inspector General recom-

mended that the 1~uartermaster , Engineer, Ordnance,

and Medical departments be transferred to the L.O.C.
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the IL.O.C .1 . . . should be given through the recog-
nized channels LA.E.F. general staf~j”. This

appiled equally to the Transportation Department

and to tne various combat uni~,s then in France.

“i-he objec t  I wasl to secure coordination and

cooperation in every detail betwee~. the staff

departments . . . and in their relationships to

the general staff.”1° Attempting to get the day—

• to-day logistical operations out of the A.E.F.

staff’, this memorandum placed the responsibility

for coordination of all logistical activities,

except transportation, upon Kernan, the L.O.C.

commander. While it would be some time before

the technical chiefs gave up many of’ their duties

to their counterparts on the L.OIC. staff, the

fact remains that the first attempt to decentral-

ize the logistical burden on the A.}�.F. staff had

occurred.

• In January, the British agreed to commit a

portion of their tonnage to carry six divisions

of the A.E.F . from the United States to France.

The troops were to be trained in the British

sector. Pershing saw this effort as one in which

“the British were bargaining for men to fill tneir

ranks and we were trying to get shipping to carry

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .-.
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over our armies.”11 The results or this program

were twofold : first, men and material were arriving

at a faster rate than projected in the priority

schedule; and second, the ratio of combat to L.o.C.

units, which had been carefully worked out to assure

continued support, was disrupted.

Port conditions had not improved significantly .

The Artemis, a ship loaded with over 300 tons of

desperately neede d steel, was returned to the United

States still carrying its precious cargo. Poor

control 01’ the port operations and a ballast

shortage in France were the causes of this mistake.

The general officers and sta lTs that Pershing had

deci ded to appoint to control port and base section

operations had not yet taken control of the situ-

ation. Even when they did, the general officers

initially had their hands tied in dealing with the

transportation officials.12 turn-around times for

the cargo ships was still too slow. While some

progress had been made and the average time was

• down from 109 day s in I~ovember to 92 day s, the

rate was too high to meet the demands of supplying

and transporting the A.E.F. to France. The increase

in the number of troops to be supported offse t  the

fac t  th~ t cargo tonnage available for the A.E.1’ .

-
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had increased from 94,000 tons in July to 662,000

tons in December.13 Another shortage, that of

railway cars in France for A.E.FS use, added to

the port congestion. The turn-arouna time for a

car sent to the front from the port was ten to

twelve days.14 This time also had to be reduced.

With the increase in troop strength from the

British “six division” program, port congestion

became a more eriticai problem which required

immediate solution. Pershing cabled the War De—

partxnent that “the general situation at our ports

is becoming serious . We are not able to handle

transports quickly enough to get full service from

the limited amount of tonnage ” available to the

A.E.F. Pershing gave four reasons for the con-

gestion : first, failure of War Department supply

bureau s to forward to France tne items requested

for improving dock faci l i t ies ;  second , shortage of

rai lway cars to move supplies in the ports; third ,

lack of control by the A.E.F. of cargo ship desti—

nations; and fourth, the shortage of ballast . To

improve the condit ions, Pershing stated he intended

to ask the French to increase the number of berths

available to the A.E.F. in the ports being used.

He also asked the War Department tc change the 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - - - -•~~~~~~~~ --~~ -- .- —
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priority of shipment from lumber for dock con-

struction to railroad cars to help carry supplies

from the ports to the depots in the interior of

France. Admiral Sims agreed to have the U.S . Navy

escort vessels to ports designated by the A.E.F.

headquarters. This relieved congestion and reduced

turn—around time for the vessels. Ballast remained

a problem, and the use of water was consiaered as

a possible solution.15

Three days later, Pershing wrote Clemenceau

requesting French assistance in solving the

congestion problem in the A.E.F. ports. Pershing

asked that the principal port of St. Nazaire be

completely turned over to the A.~~.1’. as the channel

port of Le Havre was under British con t~rol.

Pershing also asked that additional berths be made

available to the A.E.F. in the ports of Bordeaux,

La Pal.Lice, and Brest. A request was made that

additional cargo hanuling equipment be made

available for A.E.F. use in these ports. Because

many French officials had been less than helpful,

Pershing asked that only reliable French orficials

be assigned to the ports to ensure better coordi—

natf on of the A.E.F. and French facilities. A

request for additional storage space in the ports

was included in the letter. Lastly, Pershing sought 
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that the ports under ~‘..F. control be placed under

etat de siege, or martial law, in order to enforce

the regulat’ons necessary to get the men and
16

material off the ships quickly .

On January 16, Clemenceau responded to Pershing’s

letter. Generally promising his personal attention

to all of Pershi~g~s problems, Clernenceau proceeded

to answer each of per~hing~ s requests. First,

Clemenceau told Pershing that the British did not

control Le Havre and used only nine of forty berths.

In addition, it would be embarassing to the French

government if it turned over a French port to the

A.E.F. Adaitional storage space in the ports would

be available through tne Ministry of Public Works

which had been asked to assist Pershing. Expressing

surprise over difficulties with French officials,

Clemenceau said, “1 can assure you . . . that if
you furnish me ~Tith any informatton regarding fault

in the operation of one of my Service, I will take

the necessary action..” He added action would be

taken only after sri inquiry. Clemenceau notified

Pershing that prior to his letter, the French

Government had placed the ports under the provisions

of the law of August 9, 1~349. Thus the ports were

subject to martial law, but it was exercised by

- . - - - _ -_ —.- -—- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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French military officials. To assure better cooper-

ation with the A.E.F. the French established a

Regional Mission which attached officers to the

office of each Base Section commander.17 While not

meeting all of Pershing’s requests, Clemenceau did

what he could to assist the A . E. F .

Persning was appreciative of the French as-

sistance and wi shed the War Department were more

cooperative. He was again complaining that the

supply departments were not sending the material

requested and only a portion of the request railway

equipment. Pershing seldom considered that the

War Department was working not only under the

constraints imposed by the shipping shortage, but

also trying to make sense out of the various arid

contradictory requests made by the A.E.F. as its

situation changed. Fortunately, the General

Purchasing Board had been able to purchase over

1 ,000,000 tons of material in Europe during the

first six months compared with only 350,000 tons

delivered by transport from the United S1~ates.
1B

On January 13, Headquarters of the L.0.~~. was

moved from Paris to Tours, located along the rail—

road lines.19 This placed the headquarters in a

central  location so that it could ef fec t ive ly

L. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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control and supervise the various act ivi t ies of the

L.O.U. An extended debate with the A.E.F . head-

quarters over the location of the L.O.C. head-

quarters had finally been resolved with the selection

of Tours instead of Chaumont.

As another atteirip~ to reduce the tonnage re-

quired to support the A.E.F.,  a Salvage Service

was organized as a part of the Quartermaster Corps

on January 16. 20 What had once been a novelty in

military activLties had now become an economic

necessity by the repair of equipment and reduction

of waste.21 The first Salvage Service depot was

opened at St. Pierre-des—Corp s, a suburb of Tours,

only a few days after the L.O.C. headquarters had
22mo ved .

On January 17, Pershing reviewed the logistical

situation in a letter to Secretary of War Baker.

Consiaering the shortage or railway cars extremely

serious, Pershing stated tha t as repair personnel

arrived to put the Belgian locomotives that the

A.E.F. had acquired and the unserviceable French

railroad cars into operation, the A.E.F. would be

able to keep ahead of its transportation requirements.

The Navy had now agreed to direct vessels to the

correct ports and the ballast problem temporarily
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had been solved by the French. If the War Department

did not interfer with the A.E.F.’s raUway oper-

ations by placing it under the Corps of Engineers,

as had been suggested , Pershing felt that the

logistical situation would continue to improve .23

At least as long as he devot ed his personal at-

tention to the problem.

Four days later, Pershing and Atterbury visited

the French Under Secretary for Transportation,

Claveille, in an attempt to get the French to agree

to place the control of dock arid rail facilities

in the ports uncier one French official. Claveille

agreed , but the change did not take place immedi-

ately . He also promised bet.ter cooperation with

the A.E.F. in its attempts to obtain more railroad

cars, but he was adamant in his refusal to allow

the A.E.F. to assume control over French locomotives

and freight cars for independent A.E.F. operations.

Only one train was to be operated by the A.E .F.  at

this time. It travelled between Chaumont and Tours

each day .24 Numerous att empts were made to improve

the material and manpower situation of the A.E.F .’s

logistical system, but without major breakthroughs.

Only a well organized system could make the most

out of’ the limited assets.

._ .
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Reorganization Of The Logistical System

A circular letter was sent to each staff section

of the A.E.F. headquarters on January 11 by Pershing.

It sought suggestions on improvements which should

be made in the A.E.F.  staff’ system . Pershing

stated that the “single purpose of this organi-

zation is to have the duties of each staff

department, including the general staff, so simply

defined and so thoroughly coordinated” that it

could meet the requirements of directing and

supplying the A.E.F . both in the preparation for

and conduct of combat operations. All input from

the sections went directly to Pei’shing through his

aide, Colonel Carl Boyd .2~

Prior to submission of suggestions to Pershing,

many ideas were discussed. At this time, Colonel

Logan, chief of the Administration Section of the

General Staff, visited Tours to discuss L.O.C.

problems and to discuss his ideas on reorganization

with Hagood. On February 4, Hagood received the

suggestions of Colonel George Van H. Moseley , a

member of the Coordination Section. Noseley and

his boss, Colonel W. D. Conner, believed that the

Administration and Coordination Sections should be

combined for better efficiency . Moseley also felt

_ _  -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~
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that all the technical chiefs and the D.G.T. should

be t ransferred to the L. O.C .  and placed under

Kernan. Only the general staff sections and the

military sections would remain at Chaumont with

Pershing’s headquarters. Moseley thought that the

L.O.C. should move its headquarters to Chaumont to

be closer to Pershing when he moved forward during

combat operations.26

Hagood replied to Moseley’s suggestions on the

following day . Hagood stated that Moseley ’s and

Logan’s general ideas were the same, but there were

several essential differences. Logan wished to

see the Administration and Coordination Sections

separate and the staff organized along the lines

of the French general staff  system with four bureaus.

Noseley, on the other hand, was for combination of

the sections and wanted a staff organized along the

pre—war United States staff organization with As-

sistant Chiefs of Staff and more authority to the

bureau chiefs.27

Although there were many points of disagreement

over major and minor problems, Hagood , Noseley,

Logan, and Kernan all agreed that the D.G.T. could

not be independ ent if the logistical system was to

function effectively. Hagood was enthusiastic about

the possibilities of Moseley ’s idea of moving the 

-—---------——— —----— --- _ . -- _lillJ
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bureau chiefs to the L.O.C., but he saw no advantage

to moving the L.O.C. to Chauxnont. Tours was

centrally located and close to many important L.O.C.

facilities. If this organization were to be adopted ,

Hagood stated that the L.O.C. would attempt to

coordinate the various agencies by decentralization

and by “making the d i f ferent  Bases and Sections

practicall~y the sam e as geographical departments”

in the United States. With suitable staffs to

coordinate the local actions in each section, this

would be a means of covering “the whole ground with—

out everything having to go throi~gh the narrow neck

of one bottle.

Almost all the departments recognized that the

extreme centralization of control had become

unwieldly and not conducive to the interests of the

A .E.F.  The input provided to Pershing indicated

a great divers i ty  of opinion and practice which

existed among the various supply chiefs about the

degree of personal responsibility assumed and

methods employed in the details of suppiy . It

appeared that for decentralization to work, all

logistical functions — procurement, storage,

transportation, and distribution - would have to

be placed under one agency which combined overall

—— - .—— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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responsibility for A.E.F. logistics with the

authority to enforce its directives.29

Colonel Johnson Hagood was selected as the

senior member of a board of officers which was to

consider the desireability of changing the A.E.F.

staff organization . The board was provided with

the replies to Pershing ’s January 22nd memorandum

and the Inspector General’s report completed in

December. Encouraged to seek out its own in-

formation , the board sought ideas through inter-

views with interested department chiefs.3°

Pershing stressed the need for tne board to work

quickly, but thoroughly.

Me~ribership on the board was limited to five

members, but the talent was the best.  In addition

to Hagood, the board consisted of Colonel Avery D.

Aridrews, Transportation Department; Lieutenant

Colonel Frank H.  McCoy , Secretary to the General

Staff; Lieutenant Colonel Robert D. Davis, A.E.F.

Adjutant  General; and N ajor  Samuel F. Wetherill ,

Jr., a reserve quartermaster officer.31 Colonel

Anarews , a West Point classmate of Pershing, had

served on the staff of General Schofield and left

the service prior to 1900. He had gone into the

banking business in New York . Upon his arrival
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in France, he had been appointed as the Principal

Assistant and Military Advisor to Atterbury. Lieu-

tenant Colonel McCoy was a cavalry officer who had

served with Teddy Roosevelt and Leonard Wooci in

the Rough Riders. Lieutenant Colonel Davis was sri

infantry officer considered as “one of the best

~ fficer~J the Army ever had in peace or war.” Major

Wetherill was a young off icer  fresh from civilian

life with the title of “Efficiency Expert”.32

Before deciding what should be done, the board

agreed it should define its task. It decided it

should deal with three questions. First, what

changes, if any , should be mad e in the administration

of supply to relieve Pershing from its direction

and to place it under the direct and complete

responsibility of some agency. Second, what changes,

if any, should be made in the general staff organ-

ization to produce greater efficiency and greater

harmony in s taf f  relations. Third , what further

changes , if any , should be made LS a re sult of the

answers to the first two questions.33

With these guidelines the board began its

meetings in the quarters of Mccoy at Chaurnont. In

addition to studying the written reports submitted

to Pershing, trie board called witnesses from the
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The board recommended that the L.O.C. be reorganized

and redesignated as the Services of the Real? (S.O.R.).

The S.O.R. was charged with all A.E.F. supply re-

sponsibilities. To accomplish its duties, the

chiefs of tue technical services, without any

change to their title or responsibilities, were

to be reassigned to the staff of the 3.O.R. to

perform the same duties in respect to procurement,

storage, and transportation. In other words, the

Chief Quartermaster, Chief Engineer, Surgeon Gener-

al, Ordnance Chief, Signal Corps chief, Air Service

Chief, Gas Service Chief , Director General of

Transportation, and Provost Marshal were all added

to the L.O C. staff and renamed the S.O.R. The

only departm~rits which remained with Pershing

were the general s taff  sections, the Adjutant

General , the Inspector General , the Judge Advocate

General , and the Chief of Tank corps.~~
6

General Staff organization had been the second

question considered by the Hagood Board. It was

decided that an Assistant Chief of Staff was required

to assist the Chief of Staff and to make decisions

in the Chief of Staff ’s absence. The old desig-

nation of administration, intelligence , operations,

coorc~ination, and training sections was dropped. 

~~ — - ,-~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Instead , the sections were to be known as first

section, Genera.l. Staff, or G— 1 for administration;

second section , G—2 for intelligence; third section,

G-3 for operations; fourth section, G—Ll. for co-

ordination; and fifth section, G-S for training.

To assist the general staff sections at Chaumont,

the technical chiefs moving to Tours were allowed

to appoint a liai son officer to remain in

~haumont.
37

Finally, the Hagood Board made some general

recommendations . ~)ne was the S .O.R .  headquarters

r’eiaain at Tours where it could more effectively

oversee S.O.R. facilities. To bring the entire

logistical system under one agency, it was also

recommended that Dawe ’s General Purchasing Board

be made a part of’ the S.O.R. Concluding the report,

the board stated tnat it realized

its re commendations involve the
creation of an enormous business
machine which will include within
itself the entire service of the
rear, in the organization and
operation for which the highest
form of specialized business
methods , and the ablest and most
experienced personnel will be
es2ential for its successful oper—
ation...The board considers, how-
ever, that the necessity for so
centralizing responsibility and
control of the service of’ the
rear, and removing it from general
headquarters has been amply demon-
strated. . .

IIl III ~.L —~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —- — .--~~~~~~~~~ — .-  —-— — • -- -—— ---~~ ~~~~
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Separation or the technical chiefs was the most

radical recommendation made by the Hagood Board;

and it was the one most resis ted.  Somehow the

technical chiefs had to be brought into an organ-

ization without feeling that they had been demoted

by removal from the presence of Pershing. It was

important to ensure that the powers and responsi-

bilities of the bureau chiefs were not impaired

and that they have the same sense of mission that

they had in Chaumont. In ef fect , the Hagood Board

made the Commanding General, 3.0.?., Major General

Kernan, the Chief of Staff for supply with direct

and complete responsibility for maintenance of the

logistical system of the A.E.F.39

An important part of the board ’s recommen-

dation was the establishment of the G— 1 and G—L~

sections of the general staff as part of the 3.0.?.

Only a small liaison group from each section was

to be left at Pershing’s headquarters. For some

reason, when the recommendations of the board were

approved , this change did not take place.

Further Work of the Hagood Board

Pershing approved the findings of the Hagood

Boai~d on February 1t~, and sent the board a let ter

—-- —S---- ..~ -. . — —-—•-~
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authorizing it to continue its study by conducting

a tour of the S .O.R.  f aci l i t i es  to include its

headquarters, the regulating station at Is—Sur—

Tille, the ports of debarkation, and other locations

which the board wished to visit. Pershing directed

that the board look into the control of light rail-

ways, operation of regulating stations, control of

cables to the United States, statue of port con-

struction, and relations between the Quartermaster

Corp s and Tr ansportation Department wi th refer-

ence to their duties in construction. The board

was told that the “essentials of the organization

of the se~’vice of the rear are the procuremert and

forwarding of necessary supplies for the troops

at ~he f r o n t .” To ensure that this was ac-

complished, it was necessary that the “line of

responsibility of staff departments should be

clearly defined as possible and the control by

the general staff should be to the extent of

insuring expeditious and promptness in carrying

out the purpose of the organization.

While Hagood and his board began their in—

spection trip, Pershing published the initial

rec ommendations of the board as a now organization

- — -~~~~~~~~~~~ -—-—. -~~~~ —— -— .-. -———,- _~~___,__~~~~__ _
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for the A .E ,F .  staff on February 16. Genera].

Orders No. 31 revoked General Orders No. 8, the

original staff organization wi th its additions made

as needed during the first six months in France.

Now a completely different organization existed with

a single agency responsible to Pershing for the en-

tire logistical system. The Line of Communications

ceased to exist and the Services of the Rear becam e

the A.E.F.’s logistical organization)I1 While this

change took place in the middle of February, some

of the technical departments had not moved to Tours

as late as March.

During the transitional period while the

Hagood Board was making its study and the S.O.R.

was beginning to absorb the technical services,

Pershing remained active in addressing logistical

problems. In a letter to Admiral Sims, Pershing

explained the problems in the ports as mainly

“some difficulty In evacuating our ports by rail ,

due to a shortage of rolling stock , but when the

five or six thousand car repair men . . . arrive,
they will start[onTlthirty thousand French railway

freight cars now out of service.~~
2 The establish—

ment of the S.O.R . did not solve the critical

equipment and material shortages of the logistical

system; it only assured the central direction of
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supply agencies and one organization was responsi-

ble for its success or failure.

Two day s later Pershing wrote the Chief

Engineer about the status of warehouse construction

in the ports of Bassens and St. Nazaire. Pershing

desired that all construction projects be reviewed ,

and only the most necessary continued . The con-

struction units freed by the work stoppages were

to be directed to assist in the construction of

additional warehouses in the vicinity of St . Nazaire

and Bordeaux . Pershing considered thi s action

imperative and called for an immediate meeting

with the Ohief ~ igineer to discuss his pian )~~
Pershing also had to deal wi th Atterbury

during this time. On February 20th, in response

to a cable from Atterbury direct bo the War

Departm ent , Pershing wrote:

Owing to the confusion and mi s-
understanding that has resulted
in some cases from your cabling
direct to the United States re-
garding transportation, the
Commander—in— Chief directs that
hereinafter you send no more
direct cables but submit all
proposed cables to these head—
quarters for transmission or
action . Acknowledge .

Atterbury wrote Pershing asking for a reversal on

the ban on direct communication with the War
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Department. At berbury said that both he and Felton

had greatly benefitted from the cables.~~ What

Atterbury failed to understand was that he could

continue to cable the United States , but Pershing,

as A.E.F. comm ander , would approve all cables to

the War Department. Pershing was beginning to

lose his patience with Atterbury .

On February 2~ , the Garden Service of the

Quartermaster Corps was established to help re-

duce the tonnage being used between France and the

United States.~~ The Garden Service provided

technical direction , land , tools , and seeds to

units who were to work gardens in cultivatable

land in their training areas. 1
~
6 While the earlier

plan to bring farmers to France to cultivate French

land had been discarded , the Garden Service was a

much more realistic program . Each unit was tasked

to establish gardens which were to be turned over

to incoming uni t~s when they departed the training

areas. A s the tempo of the war increased and

units  moved from one area to ano ther frequently,

the objectives of the Garden Service were not

attained even though some tonnage was saved.1~~

Port condition s at the end of February were

still in bad shape. Lack of moaern cargo unloading
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equipment was still a major cause of delay s, as was

the railway car shortage. While 8,000 tons of cargo

were being discharged at the A.E.F. ports each day,

only 3,000 ton s wer e being removed to the depots

in the interior.~
8 Thus, the great demand for ware-

house construction in the port areas. But this

was only a temporary solution. Eventually the

supplies would have to be moved forward. Only when

more railway cars were repaired or sent from the

United States would the problem become manageable .

Cables stressing the urgency of the situation were

sent to the War Department .

At a meeting with Atterbury, Harbord, Conner,

and the Chief Engineer, Pershing discussed port 
V

problems. At that time the A .E.F.  had ten berths

at St. Nazaire, four at Nantos, three at La Pallice,

four at Rochefort , six at Bassens and four at Brest.

While there still existed a s~ rious need for rail-

way equipment , stevedores , railway men , and unloading

equipment , Atterbury and Conner were optimistic

that the Transportation Department would meet the

emergency if the tonnage estimates continued as

scheduled and the Transportation Department received

the equipment and men requested.~~
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A conference was held in Paris with the Hagood

Board , Atterbury, and Dawes about the ne~, reorgani-

zation of the logistical sysbem . Atterbury was

adamant in his opinion that it would be a grave

mistake to turn over the railway service to the

S.0.R. Pointing to the British system, Atterbury

maintained it would be disastrous for the A.E.F.

to let the military control the separate A.E.F.

railway system. He felt the Transportation De-

partment should be free of the “arbitrary inter-

ference t’ of the military eommar1ders.~
0 Atterbury

argued for an independent logistical system run

on business principles.

Dawes , also a civilian businessman, took the

opposit .e view. Dawes saw the problem not from the

individual point of view of a part of’ the logistical

system, but from the perspective that the military

effort was a big corporation in which every part

had to cooperate to the maximum under a single

guid ing han d to accomplish its purpose . Considering

• the mil i tary corporation was older than the business

corporation, Dawes believed that it was the only

organization built to conduct war. The force

behind military operations was not what the cost

would be , but being able to “get a certain thing

V ~~~~~~~~~ — —  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -  ~~~~~~~~~ ~ V V _~_ V
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at a certain place at a certain time ”. Money was

of no consideration except as a means to that end .

Dawes saw the role of the civilian businessman as

an advisor to the military on the most efficient

means to accomplish the military goals. Once the

advice had been given and either accepte d or

rejected, it was the duty of all concerned to see

that the mission was accomplished. Dawes argued

that it would be the height of folly to place a

business man in charge of any military operation ,

whether it be the conduct of operations at the

front or the supplying of troops in the rear.S1

Upon completion of its inspection tour, the

Hagood Board reassembled at Chaumont on Wednesday,

February 27, and remained in constan t session until

Friday when it completed its report. The major

problem causing disagreement was what the re-

lationship of the Quartermaster Corps and the

V Transportation Department should be to ensure co-

ordination of construction efforts. A definite

position was not worked out by the board.~
2

On March 1 , the Hagoo d Board submitted its

further recommendations to Pershing. Its first

suggestion was that General Orders No . 31 need clari-

f icat ion and emphasis to get all the technical

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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department chiefs moved to Tours immediately . The

board recommended that the supply function be divided

into three parts: construction, transportation,

and supply. Each part was to remain separate from

the other two areas. General supervision of labor,

material, and transportation was to be the responsi-

bility of the G-L. section of the general staff.

The staff was to issue only broad policies and to

leave the day—to—day problems to the S.O.R. It was

recommended that the policy of all cables to the

War Department must receive A.E.F. headquarters

approval be continued. Last, the board recommend ed

the term Service of the Rear be change d back to

Line of Communications. “There is a very general

feeling that the term Service of the Rear implies

a service whi ch tends to lower those in that

service in the estimation of’ those at home.’5~
On the following day, Per~Iiing met with the

boar d and expressed some dissatisfaction with the

separation of the construction and transportation

activities. Pershing wanted to ensure that

functions were clearly defined and no conflicts

existed. The board had not been able to agree

on a recommendation which would meet this criteria.

Pershing trusted his subordinates to do their job s,

___________  
—~-~---.-—-—~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~-- ~~~— 
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but he wanted to make certain that the job was stated

clearly and that the subor dinat e had the authority

to meet its duties.~~ When the Hagood Boar d members

departed after the meeting to return to their jobs,

no one was sure what would result from the further

findings of the board .

Major General Kornan returned to Tours from

Chaumont on March 9 with a correc ted copy of

General Orders No. 31. The general order included

many of bhe recon’~ endatio~ s of ~ho Hagoori Board .

Th~ ~errn Service of the Hear had been droDped; but

the new c~ rm, and the one to re~’nain un~ il the end

of ~1c w i r  was riot Line of Communications but

Services of supply (s.u .s .) .  To resolve the

probler~ of combini ng all con structi on and all

tr ansportation , Persl’ing docicied to c~ombine both

of these areas tinder the ~orvice of Titilit.ies which

consiste d of ~ f our parts:  Tr an~~ ortat ion De-

partment , Motor Tran spor~ Service, Con3truction,

and Forestry. Atterbury, who had been removed

fro~i direct access to Pershing by the first General

Orders No. 31 now found himself twice removed. No~

only ~1d this irr itate him , but Atterhury ’s sub-

or di nate in charg e of Li ght Rai lways , Brigadier

Gener al ~iliiain C. L~iigfitt , was promoted to Major

— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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General and placed in charge of the Service of

Utilities. While not the ideal situation from the

D.G.T.’s perspective, the new organization brought

control and coordination over the ma jor areas of

supply, constru ction, and transportation.~~

Completion Of The L~gist~ical System

As the supply agency, the Services of Supply

was tasked to receive, tran sport , store, and

distribute everything the A.E.F. needed and to

care for the hospitalization of the sick and

wounded. Only sound business administration

and decentralization of authority could make

the system work. The S.O.S. commander was to

have broad discret ionary power and the local com-

mander of the section also had to have a certain

independence of action. Because of the diversity

and enormity of ac t iv i t ies  and the large territory

embraced by the S.O.S., decentral izat ion in all

matters was demanded .S6 But the problem remained

of how the S.O.S. was going to maintain overall

control. The S.O.S. commander had an unequivácal

definition of hie job and the authority to accomplish

it. General Orders No. 31 had been wri t ten  not with

the intention of tying “his hand or to limi t him

• V V .
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that subordinates understood their roles in the

S.O.S. H agood implemented the following S.O.S.

general staff procedures:

The training at West Point for mathe-
matical precision, the temptation
to work out puzzles, the long—es-
tablished custom of our finance
department to look for lost pennies,
the habit of passing up for decision
of higher authority all interesbing
or knotty problems, no matter how
inconsequential, all indicated that
certain fundamental principles must
be finnly es tablished for the govern-
ment of myself and my General Staff
assistants if we were to find time
in each twenty—four hours to handle
the big problems and let the l i t t le
ones go. These principles were :

First: Rank and authority should
not be confused with knowledge .
i~o man should set his authority
against another man ’s judgment .
The General Staff was to adjust
differences, and when there were
no differences then the General
Staff was not to act. If the
issue could be boiled down to a
matter of opinion or jud~ nent, ~Itook the opinion or judgment of
the man on the job - not that of
the General Staff . The same rule
applied to myself. If after a
full discussion I could not agree
with a bureau chief or other re-
sponsible authority upon a matter
lying wholly within his department,
I yielded my judgment to hi.s and
let him do it his way.

Second: When intelligent men
di f fered on matters  of minor im-
portance, a minor off ic ia l  had to
decide between them.

~
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Third: No subordinate off icer
should make a final unfavorable
decision on any matter  which a
bureau chief or section commander V

considered vital to his interests .
In case of such an unfavorable
decision, whether over my signa-
ture or over that of one of my
assistants, it was the duty of
the bureau chief or the base
commander concerned to bring
the matter to my personal attention,
either by interview, telephone,
telegraph, or letter. The question
was then reopened and discussed
upon its merits, without prejudice.
Thi s took the sting out of all
General Staff decisions, and
although a number of appeals were
made I cannot remember that during
the entire term of my service as
Chief of Staff there was a single
case of this kind that was not
finally adjusted to the sat isfact ion
of all concerned.

Fourth: l~o order , memorandum , in-
structions, or plan could be changed
or issued by the General Staff with-
out f i rs t  submitting i t  in final
form to the man who originated it.
If that man didn ’t like it and was
unable to adjust it with the General
Staff , he had a right to appeal to
me.

Fifth: The bureau chiefs were re-
quired to see that there was no
unnecessary delay in getting General
Staff approval of their projects.
After a reasonable time had elapsed
without getting action on a matter
of import ance , the bureau chief was
required to bring this delay to ILy
attention, and if he had failed to
do so responsibility for the delay
rested with him. 

~~~- -~~~————~~~~~~~~~“—- -- ~~~~~ -—-..---- - ~~~~~~~
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Sixth: Complete responsibility was
placed upon the bureau chiefs and
section commanders for the init iat ion
and prosecution of all that was
needful within their respective spheres
unless they were specifically told
otherwise. Ordinarily in the military
service a subordinate is given a deft-.
nite mission by his superior and he
is not responsible for anything except
the accomplishment of his mission .
In building up the S.O.S. no one had
sufficient grasp of the whole situ-
ation to parcel out the work to
subor d~Vnate s • We therefore reversed
the usual order , and after giving
subordinates a general idea of their
field of activity they were held
responsible for doing all things
needful to accomplish their purpose.
That is, all powers not specifically
reserved for higher authority were
delegated to subordinates. No bureau
chief or secticn commander could stand
around wondering if THEY were to look
after this or that.. If he had heard
nothing to the contrary , he was “THEY’.58

Thus the various departments were incorporated into

the S.O.S. without limiting their authority or

responsibility.

Pershing was still undacided how best to deal

with Atterbury . Dawes wrote Pershing in early

March recommending that Atterbury not be relieved

because of the adverse affect  thi s would have in

the Uni ted States where Atterbury was still held

in high regard . Dawes described to Pershing how

he had approached Atterbury and offered criticisms

of the Transportation Department. Atterbury had

~ 
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initially been hostile until he came to understand

that Dawes was trying to assist him and that Dawe s

was also open to Atterbury ’s comments on the work

of the General Purchasing Board.S9 In this way,

Dawes hoped to get Atterbury to be a more willing

subordinate and helping, rather than hindering,

the A.E.F. effort . Pershing was so concerned with

Atterbury that he asked Hagood what he felt of

the Service of Utilities organization and its affect

on the Transportation Department. After being

reassured by Hagood that it had been a. wise de-

cision, Pershing said that it would be good for

the Transportation Department because it had

always been too independent and must come to

realize that it must become a member of the

team in working toward A.E.F. goals.60 V

Atterbury ’s seeming demotion was still a

source of confusion . Pershing wrote Ke rnan that

although he did wish Atterbury to subordinate his

activities -to the S.O.S. program, Pershing did not

intend to reduce Atterbury ’s statue in the eyes

of the French. The Transportation Department was

to be ‘independent as it was before, except for

its proper coordination with the other staff de—

parbments~~.61 Further confusion led Kernart to
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write Pershing to determine exactly what was

Atterbury~ s position . In response , Pershing wrote

“General Atterbury is in charge of a large sub—

di vison of your office , but he possesses no

powers which you do not possess over and above

him ?t.62 This ended the discussion about the

Transportation Department ’s role in the S.O.S. at

that time.

General Orders No. 144 was published on March 23.

It served the same diseemination of information

role that General Orders No. 143 and 73 had served

for the L.O.C.  organization. The duties and

authority of the S.O.S. commander were scated , the

procedure for procuring supplies explained, and

the special duties and authority of the base

commanders were discussed.b3 Thi s general order

completed the third requirement to make the S.O.S.

work. The S.O.S. was now organized; all elements

were integrated into the organization without

V 
centralizing authority ; and the system and pro-

cedures were explained to the rest of the A.E.F.

Under thi s organization the ~~~~~~~~~~~~ of

V 
business soon crystalized into an orderly and

almost automatic procedure which greatly assisted

in fixing responsibility and was conducive to
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that expedition of decision and action vital to

the efficiency ” of A.E.F. combat operations.6~

Through many months of tri al and error,

Pershing slowly developed the Services of Supply.

While men and material would constantly be in

demand in the S.O.S., the final APE.F. logistical

organization had been developed. Minor internal

changes would take place, but the S.O.S. commander

remained responsible for all phases of A.E.F.

logistics. This system evolved none too soon ,

for on March 21 the Germans launched their first

major offensive of 191 8 and the A.E.F. V
~ould soon

be tested in combat., 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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